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This Edited Volume is a collection of reviewed and relevant research chapters, concerning
the developments within the fifth generation (5G) of wireless communication. The book in‐
cludes scholarly contributions by various authors and is edited by an expert pertinent to
Electrical and Electronic Engineering. Each contribution comes as a separate chapter com‐
plete in itself but directly related to the book's topics and objectives.
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Introductory Chapter: The Future of Mobile 
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1. Introduction

The availability of mobile communication links has become an integral part of modern societ-
ies even, or perhaps especially, when other infrastructure is lacking [1]. Moreover, projections 
of mobile data traffic growth indicate that there will be five times as much traffic by 2030 even 
in a low-growth scenario, and it is quite likely that data traffic will be ten times greater than 
today [2]; to address this expansion requires increased system capacity. The now ubiquitous 
wireless systems in modern life operate using carrier frequencies below 6 GHz. The current, 
fourth-generation (4G) systems have been in use for over a decade and are reaching their lim-
its given the increased data traffic demands. Thus, it is time for fifth-generation (5G) mobile 
communication networks to be introduced.

Previous cellular mobile networks were developed primarily to optimise voice or video
streams and supported other services such as Web browsing as additional features. However,
the emergence of many new applications, typified by autonomous vehicles, smart cities, vir-
tual reality and ubiquitous remote control to name a few has placed extra requirements on the
mobile infrastructure. As a consequence, 5G is a paradigm shift from the cellular network of 4G
to a ‘network of everything’, connecting people and machines in a service-based architecture.
The International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunications (ITU-R) Standardization
Sector has thus specified a number of goals for 5G in the standard International Mobile
Telecommunications 2020 (IMT-2020) [3]. The aims include a 20 Gbps peak data rate and 100
Mbps user experienced data rate coupled with high density and low latency and the accom-
modation of high-speed mobility. Progress towards these design goals has been led by the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [4], an umbrella standards body that has defined
the 5G standard, often referred to as new radio (NR). This standard is currently undergoing
development of its 16th release following the completion of release 15 in 2018. The latter

© 2019 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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concentrated on enhanced mobile broadband to provide high data rates for consumer appli-
cations such as video on demand. The former, currently underway, considers ultra-reliable 
low-latency communications for uses such as remote surgery and the need to support a large 
number of devices for machine to machine communications in the Internet of Things (IoT) [5].

The targets of 5G are challenging and require the development of technology in many areas. 
In this book, some of the aspects of 5G are addressed to accommodate the increased services, 
data rates and reliability promised by this next generation of mobile communications.

Physical layer developments are the focus of Leeson and Higgins, who consider the move-
ment towards new wavelength ranges for future communication systems driven by increasing  
bandwidth demands as 5G comes to fruition. In particular, using two topical technologies 
offer substantial transmission bandwidth via high carrier frequencies, namely, optical wire-
less and millimetre-wave transmission. Following an introduction to the relevant portion of 
the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum for these technologies, a short history of their develop-
ment is given. Significantly, a performance comparison for 5G outdoor point-to-point and 
indoor hotspots is presented. This indicates that optical wireless is the better option for dis-
tances up to approximately 50 m outdoors and an indoor 10 m hotspot radius. Time will tell 
if these two approaches will become established as 5G implementation becomes a reality, but 
they offer a possible future for future wireless data demands using untapped and unlicensed 
bandwidth in relatively free portions of the EM spectrum.

The introduction of 5G systems introduces requirements for a range of antennas that are dis-
cussed by Pedram et al. in their chapter. Novel approaches are necessary to address 5G antenna 
provision for a collection of frequency bands, usually in the GHz range. Although it is true 
that most transmission and reception constraints due to antenna design have been removed 
from existing systems, this is not true for the additional demands of 5G. The chapter is organ-
ised into three subsections that cover antennas below 15 GHz, antennas operating between 
15 and 30 GHz and higher frequency antennas. New antenna technologies such as metama-
terial structures, substrate integrated waveguide structures and microstrip antennas with  
various feeding networks are considered as appropriate in the 5G frequency ranges stated. The 
trade-offs needed when choosing the frequency of operation, such as size and bandwidth, are 
also discussed.

Delivery of high-quality communications also requires the use of modern coding methods 
without which wireless communication would be impossible at the rates needed for 5G. Thus, 
Alqahtani provides a chapter that presents a rateless space-time block code (RSTBC) for mas-
sive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communication systems. The principles 
of rateless coding compared to the fixed-rate channel codes are discussed, followed by pre-
sentation of a literature review of rateless codes (RCs). Furthermore, the chapter illustrates the 
basis of RSTBC deployments in massive MIMO transmissions over lossy wireless channels. 
In such channels, data may be lost or are not decodable at the receiver end due to a variety 
of factors such as channel losses or pilot contamination. Massive MIMO is a breakthrough 
wireless transmission technique proposed for future wireless standards due to its spectrum 
and energy efficiencies. The chapter thus presents details of a technology that is central to the 
implementation of 5G.

The Fifth Generation (5G) of Wireless Communication2

With the introduction of communication between machines in 5G systems, Xu et al. provide a 
chapter that considers the accurate positioning of the diverse range of ‘things’ that may be con-
nected to form the Internet of Things (IoT) in 5G communication networks. With the expansion 
of mobility provided by objects such as automobiles and drones, knowledge of the location of 
these entities is taking on a growing importance for future mobile networks. The chapter pro-
vides an overview of the mobile radio positioning techniques that have been used by the various 
generations of mobile communication systems. This gives the most detail concerning 4G posi-
tioning employing user equipment and base stations, since this will most likely be extended for 
5G. The use of higher transmission frequencies in 5G will enable more accurate measurement 
of time of arrival to determine distances. In addition, the proliferation of connected devices will 
enable more cooperative working and further contribute to high-accuracy positioning.

So, this collection of leading research chapters is intended to provide information for research-
ers and practitioners in communication systems. It may be used as a reference for the latest 
developments in 5G, and as a pointer to developing topics for advanced students looking for 
insight into topics for dissertations and future research.
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Abstract

Growing bandwidth demands are driving the search for increased network capacity
leading to the exploration of new wavelength ranges for future communication systems.
Therefore, we consider two technologies that offer increased transmission bandwidths by
virtue of their high carrier frequencies, namely optical wireless and millimeter-wave
transmission. After highlighting the relevant electromagnetic (EM) spectrum region, we
briefly describe the applications and properties of each approach coupled with a short
history of their development. This is followed by a performance comparison in two
possible 5G links: outdoor point-to-point and indoor hotspots. We find that in both cases,
there are regions where optical wireless communications (OWC) are better, but others
where millimeter waves are to be preferred. Specifically, the former outperforms the latter
over distances up to approximately 50 meters outdoors and a 10-meter hotspot radius
indoors.

Keywords: optical wireless communications (OWC), visible light communications (VLC),
free space optics, infrared (IR) communications, millimeter-wave communications, 5G
access

1. Introduction

Mobile data traffic is projected to increase by several orders of magnitude by the year 2030 [1]
and to address this expansion requires increased system capacity. The now ubiquitous wireless
systems in modern life operate using carrier frequencies below 6 GHz. The next generation of
provision must be designed to meet future wireless data demands, and so the search for
further regions of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum with untapped bandwidth has contin-
ued with renewed vigor in recent years. This has prompted research interest in underutilized
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higher frequency bands, with millimeter [2] and optical [3] waves being prime areas of interest.
Figure 1 below shows a portion of the EM spectrum that includes the ranges for optical and
millimeter-wave communication. The former includes a large span of frequencies that encom-
passes the infrared (IR) region through visible light and into the ultraviolet (UV) range. The
latter includes wavelengths from 1 to 10 mm, equating to 300 GHz and 30 GHz, respectively.

As may be seen from Figure 1, millimeter-wave and optical frequencies live side-by-side in the
EM spectrum and share the characteristics of propagation but are often seen as disparate
entities. In many ways, it would seem sensible to classify optical communications as nanome-
ter wave communications, but this has not been the case to date. However, both spectral
regions offer significantly increased transmission bandwidths by virtue of their increased
carrier frequencies, and this is the reason for their entry into the 5G arena. Nevertheless, the
realization of the potential of both optical wireless communications (OWC) and millimeter
waves requires solutions to the significant challenges that arise from the utilization of higher
frequency carriers. Transmissions using both OWC and millimeter waves occur in relatively
demanding propagation conditions. Both systems suffer from increased path loss, extra chan-
nel losses, and potentially useful technology that is not as established as that commonly
deployed at present [4, 5].

A notable difference is that OWC has leveraged component advances from fiber systems [6],
whereas the technological advances needed to make millimeter-wave radio cost-effective are
more recent [7]. The rest of this chapter presents brief reviews of OWC and millimeter-wave
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The use of optical carriers in free space is a technology that combines the mobility of radio
frequency (RF) wireless communications with the high-potential bandwidth of optical com-
munications. Moreover, the optical spectrum is not subject to license fees with easy spectrum
reuse since light beams cannot penetrate walls. The major design challenge for OWC is to
achieve a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at useful data rates given that the
transmitter (TX) power is limited by eye safety considerations [8].
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multipath dispersion, noise, and path loss. Although the data rate is limited by the power
budget allowed, such LOS links are very suitable for high-speed hotspots. The idea of tracking
a user to support mobility with a TX and RX array [10] was demonstrated during the early
revival of OWC [11], and this concept is likely to be employed with the light emitting diode
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a need for higher power levels meaning that the diffuse systems are not competitive with RF
solutions and unlikely to be employed in 5G systems.

Outdoor OWC is usually referred to as free space optical (FSO) communication and makes use
of LOS links as the only feasible option given the path loss. We can consider FSO systems by
means of their distance from the center of the earth. First, there are OWC satellite networks
that can cover large portions of the globe [15]. Second, terrestrial FSO links [16] are usually
established between buildings. Finally, there is the rapidly developing area of underwater
OWC [17] where the incumbent acoustic technology is extremely limited in its bit rate, and
OWC offers enhanced performance. Of these, we concentrate on terrestrial systems here since
they are closest to the interface with 5G. We recognize that the satellites may be needed in the
overall 5G landscape, but many of the issues will be similar (particularly in the area of ground
to satellite communications), whereas underwater OWC is an important but distinct area with
different propagation conditions.

2.2. Brief history

Communication using light through the air has a long history, beginning with the employment
of reflected sunlight and smoke signals by ancient civilizations [18]. However, the birth of
what may be regarded as a “modern” system dates from Bell’s 200-meter photophone in 1880
[19]. With respect to FSO, the invention of the laser in the 1960s provided the means for a range
of FSO applications [20]. Optical fiber developments in the next two decades made these
preferable for long-distance optical transmission. Continued military and space work pro-
vided the basis for commercial FSO [21]. The 1990s saw growth in the civilian usage of FSO
links driven by increasing data rates and high-quality connectivity requirements. FSO deploy-
ment rather than fiber offers a cheaper and quicker way of providing customer bandwidth,
and may also be employed in disaster scenarios [22]. Substantial research efforts to improve
FSO system performance in adverse atmospheric conditions mean that multi-gigabit rates are
possible in the presence of turbulence [23].

Modern developments in indoor systems, commonly known as OWC, began with the seminal
work of Gfeller and Bapst [24] in 1979. This considered an IR system based on a diffuse link
using a wavelength of approximately 950 nm. The data rate achieved was just 125 kbps, but
the work prompted the development of IR OWC systems through the 1980s and 1990s. Thus,
LOS bit rates reached 155 Mbps [25], and diffuse systems achieved 70 Mbps [26]. This period of
substantial development for OWC using wavelengths between 780 and 950 nm was driven
largely by the ready availability of inexpensive optical sources and the coincidence of the peak
sensitivity of mass-produced photodiodes. To maintain the essential simplicity and low-cost of
OWC, most systems employed intensity modulation with direct detection (IM/DD), but many
modulation schemes were investigated [27]. OWC did not achieve mass market status during
this period but progress in IR systems has nevertheless continued with recent results demon-
strating multi-gigabit performance [28] and localization and tracking [10]. However, it has
been the developments in the visible light range that have really brought OWC to the fore as
an option for integration with 5G. The development of solid-state lighting has led to the
emergence of visible light communications (VLC) [29]. This approach makes use of the
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communication potential of the lighting system that is offered once white LEDs (WLEDs) are
installed. VLC in its modern form was initiated primarily by work at Keio University in Japan
during the early part of the millennium [30]. Over the next period of years, the increasing
research interest in the field led to the creation of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) 802.15.7 VLC task group, which has standardized physical (PHY) and medium
access control (MAC) layers, and characterized these for short-range data transmission [31].

Advances have continued thanks to the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
scheme where parallel orthogonal subcarriers are used to achieve high data rates [6]. Direct
current biased OFDM (DCO-OFDM) enabled the demonstration of a data rate of in excess of
3 Gbps using a commercial LED [32]. In recent years, the term light fidelity (LiFi) has been
introduced [33] to encompass the aspect of mobility envisaged in the latest systems compared
to the original fixed point-to-point concept of VLC [34]. Development of the technology con-
tinues with the investigation, inter alia, of modulation schemes, modeling, and applications [35].

The twentieth century also saw the use of UV light for communications, making use of the
wavelength range 200–280 nm where there is very low background noise due to strong
atmospheric absorption, so UV offers non-LOS (NLOS) secure communication [36]. During
the 2000s, work at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Lincoln laboratory replaced
bulky, slow gas discharge lamps with UV LEDs [37] but the employment of photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs) until relatively recently [38] has been a weakness of UV and OWC. The modern
alternative of an avalanche photodiode (APD) adds complexity, and although UV systems
system work continues, it is difficult to envisage 5G UV deployment.

3. Millimeter waves

There has been considerable interest in millimeter waves, particularly around 28-, 38-, 60 GHz,
and the E-band (71–76 GHz and 81–86 GHz) [39]. The progress in complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) RF integrated circuits for 60 GHz systems [40] offers future prospects
for products. Millimeter-wave communications have similarities with OWC since the higher
carrier frequency suffers a high propagation loss, and is more sensitive to blockage than
existing RF systems.

3.1. Application areas and properties

The applications of millimeter waves may be broadly classified as shown in Figure 4, in which
systems where the millimeter waves convey information are distinguished from those where
they serve another purpose. In the first category, outdoor cellular transmission for 5G has
attracted substantial attention. The reduced propagation range of millimeter waves means that
to achieve the increased bandwidth and throughput, smaller outdoor transmission ranges will
be used [2] as illustrated later schematically in Figure 6. As will be discussed further when
millimeter waves are compared with OWC, both technologies can form the basis for high-
speedWiFi links to offer increased bandwidth and thus greater capacity [41]. Millimeter waves
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systems where the millimeter waves convey information are distinguished from those where
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attracted substantial attention. The reduced propagation range of millimeter waves means that
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are ideal for satellite communications because of their significant bandwidth [42] and for high-
speed transmission of video and audio for virtual reality (VR) applications [43]. Millimeter-
wave radar has also been widely applied, most latterly in autonomous vehicles [44] and
contraband detection [45]. Medical applications include cancer treatment by the use of
immune system therapy [46].

A schematic representation of a millimeter-wave link is shown in Figure 5, which illustrates two
possible reflected paths by which the transmitted waves may reach the RX. In contrast to OWC,

Figure 4. Major application categories of millimeter waves.

Figure 5. Multiple propagation paths in millimeter-wave transmission.

Figure 6. Comparison scenarios.
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these NLOS links cause multipath interference fading effects at the scale of a wavelength [47]
because constructive and destructive effects can occur. This not seen in OWC because photo-
diodes are typically many thousands of wavelengths across providing spatial diversity that
prevents the fading although not pulse dispersion. The advances in beamforming that are
outlined in the next section have enabled NLOS transmission to be implemented [48].

3.2. Brief history

Transmissions using millimeter-wave carriers have a long history but millimeter-wave mobile
communications arose in the 1980s [49]. There was then a substantial gap in millimeter-wave
communications research until the release of the unlicensed band near to 60 GHz [50]. This led
to the development of short-range Gbps point-to-point links and wireless network standards
[51]. As with OWC, military applications were developed over a similar time period [52],
recognizing the potential benefits of increased bandwidth, sophisticated antennas, greater
directionality, and reduced size compared to traditional microwave links.

Two key technological developments have enabled 60 GHz systems to become a reality,
namely high-speed integrated circuits [40] and the use of multiple antennas [53]. With respect
to the first of these, the work that has led to the emergence of low-cost millimeter-wave
circuitry began in the 1990s [54], employing III-V semiconductor compounds that were hard
to integrate with digital circuitry. Some of the earliest work using 60GHz CMOS appeared in
the 2000s [55] progressing to the low-power implementation of Alldred et al. [56]. Strides in
integration later resulted in chips of only a few square millimeters in area, including an
antenna and with power consumption under 100 mW [57]. Gbps speeds over 2 meters were
also demonstrated using integrated architectures [58]. The technology is now at a point where
sophisticated modulation techniques can be employed at multi-gigabit rates for the latest IEEE
standards using low supply voltages and small chip areas [59].

With respect to multiple antennas, the formation of arrays added considerable design flexibil-
ity to millimeter-wave systems. The fundamental driver of the technology was, and remains,
the need to compensate for the large propagation loss incurred by this wavelength range. The
utilization of highly directional antennas provides the necessary gain and the ability to imple-
ment beamforming that will be discussed below. The small wavelength is an advantage since
the antenna size is half a wavelength as is the antenna separation permitting many antennas to
be fitted into a relatively small space (several per square centimeter). Although the idea of
using antenna arrays and adapting their beam patterns has its origins in radar systems and has
existed for some time [60], interest in the concept for wireless communications started in the
1990s. Beamforming describes a signal processing technique used to achieve directional trans-
mission or reception of a wireless signal. The selectivity in the antenna patterns is
implemented by adapting the beams in an operation that may be seen as linear filtering in the
spatial domain. The phases and amplitudes of the signals may be controlled to produce
maxima or minima in desired and undesired communication directions, respectively [61].
Beamforming can be implemented in the digital baseband, the analog baseband or the RF
front-end [53], and each of these has its own particular design features [62]. The filter weights
employed to drive the antennas may be fixed, but a more flexible method (particularly for
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mobile communications) is adaptive or smart beamforming because it can adapt the RF
radiation pattern in real-time to accommodate changing transmission conditions [63].

4. Performance comparison

Based on the properties of the both OWC and millimeter-wave transmission, we now focus on
a comparison of their performance in the two of the most likely application scenarios shown in
Figure 6. Firstly, in the outdoor arena point-to-point links may be used to establish a mesh
network using individual “point-and-shoot” links. Secondly, high-speed indoor connectivity
may be offered using hotspots.

4.1. Methodology

We adopt a simplified approach so that the broad sweep of the performance of the technolo-
gies is captured. It is inevitable that some subtleties will be overlooked (such as shadowing
and the mechanism to provide a primarily LOS path), but the analysis enables a meaningful
indication of the relative performance of the two PHY layers. We now describe the simplified
link budget models of the optical and millimeter-wave channels. These are along the lines
originally described in [64] for a previous technology generation and inspired by the analysis
of Wolf and Kress [65]. We consider both outdoor and indoor LOS scenarios.

4.1.1. Point and shoot

Figure 7 shows the geometry of the outdoor application where both transceivers have emission
and FOV half angles of θh for simplicity and are not necessarily aligned to be facing each other.

4.1.1.1. Optical wireless

Applying the Friis formula [66] to an optical link produces unrealistic results because it applies
to narrow, diffraction limited beams that require very precise alignment. Therefore, we adopt
the more customary approach for OWC [67] where a link is considered that launches a beam
with half-angle θh that evenly illuminates the area within the emitter cone. The intensity
profile is assumed to be a constant value of I0 over an angle 0;θh½ �. This profile is beneficial so

Figure 7. Point and shoot configuration.
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that there is no off-axis fall-off, and may be obtained using a holographic diffuser [68].
Considering the solid angle of the cone results, for an emitter source power PS, in:

I0 ¼ PS

2πr2 1� cosθhð Þ (1)

The RX has a collection area, and in the worst case, this is orientated at an angle θh, meaning
the received optical power PO is:

PO ¼ PS

2πr2 1� cosθhð ÞAcollcosθh (2)

The photocurrent resulting from the received optical power is iO ¼ RPO, for a photodiode
responsivity R. Therefore, the electrical power S, delivered to a load RL is:

S ¼ I2ORL (3)

The noise at the RX comprises shot noise from the signal, shot noise from any DC photocurrent
caused by ambient light and amplifier noise. Thus, the noise power delivered to the load over
an amplifier bandwidth Δf is:

N ¼ 2q RPO þ iAmbð ÞΔf þ i2AmpΔf
� �

RL (4)

where iAmb is the photocurrent due to ambient illumination and iAmp is the input referred noise
of the amplifier. Hence, the overall signal to noise ratio is given by:

S
N

¼ RPOð Þ2

2q RPO þ iAmbð ÞΔf þ i2AmpΔf
� � (5)

Leading to:

EbRb

N0
¼ RPOð Þ2

2q RPO þ iAmbð Þ þ i2Amp

� � (6)

This expression allows the bit-rate available Rb to be related to the range for a given required
Eb=N0. Then the modulation and detection scheme employed will determine the value of
Eb=N0 needed for a particular biterrorrate (BER). The value of the ambient light current varies
considerably with the FOV and optical filtering conditions prevalent in the system. Therefore,
for a 60-degree FOV, we take the pessimistic value of 1000 μA from [65], which assumes coarse
optical filtering. The ambient light collected depends on sin2 θhð Þ [69], and so we scale iAmb

appropriately as θh varies. Amplifier current noise is another quantity that varies somewhat
depending on the device used in the optical RX. A typical device such as the Texas instruments

OPA847 [69] offers a value of 2:7 pA Hz�1=2, so we adopt a slightly more conservative value of

3 pA Hz�1=2 in our calculations.
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mobile communications) is adaptive or smart beamforming because it can adapt the RF
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Figure 7 shows the geometry of the outdoor application where both transceivers have emission
and FOV half angles of θh for simplicity and are not necessarily aligned to be facing each other.

4.1.1.1. Optical wireless

Applying the Friis formula [66] to an optical link produces unrealistic results because it applies
to narrow, diffraction limited beams that require very precise alignment. Therefore, we adopt
the more customary approach for OWC [67] where a link is considered that launches a beam
with half-angle θh that evenly illuminates the area within the emitter cone. The intensity
profile is assumed to be a constant value of I0 over an angle 0;θh½ �. This profile is beneficial so

Figure 7. Point and shoot configuration.
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that there is no off-axis fall-off, and may be obtained using a holographic diffuser [68].
Considering the solid angle of the cone results, for an emitter source power PS, in:

I0 ¼ PS

2πr2 1� cosθhð Þ (1)

The RX has a collection area, and in the worst case, this is orientated at an angle θh, meaning
the received optical power PO is:

PO ¼ PS

2πr2 1� cosθhð ÞAcollcosθh (2)

The photocurrent resulting from the received optical power is iO ¼ RPO, for a photodiode
responsivity R. Therefore, the electrical power S, delivered to a load RL is:

S ¼ I2ORL (3)

The noise at the RX comprises shot noise from the signal, shot noise from any DC photocurrent
caused by ambient light and amplifier noise. Thus, the noise power delivered to the load over
an amplifier bandwidth Δf is:

N ¼ 2q RPO þ iAmbð ÞΔf þ i2AmpΔf
� �

RL (4)

where iAmb is the photocurrent due to ambient illumination and iAmp is the input referred noise
of the amplifier. Hence, the overall signal to noise ratio is given by:

S
N

¼ RPOð Þ2

2q RPO þ iAmbð ÞΔf þ i2AmpΔf
� � (5)

Leading to:

EbRb

N0
¼ RPOð Þ2

2q RPO þ iAmbð Þ þ i2Amp

� � (6)

This expression allows the bit-rate available Rb to be related to the range for a given required
Eb=N0. Then the modulation and detection scheme employed will determine the value of
Eb=N0 needed for a particular biterrorrate (BER). The value of the ambient light current varies
considerably with the FOV and optical filtering conditions prevalent in the system. Therefore,
for a 60-degree FOV, we take the pessimistic value of 1000 μA from [65], which assumes coarse
optical filtering. The ambient light collected depends on sin2 θhð Þ [69], and so we scale iAmb

appropriately as θh varies. Amplifier current noise is another quantity that varies somewhat
depending on the device used in the optical RX. A typical device such as the Texas instruments

OPA847 [69] offers a value of 2:7 pA Hz�1=2, so we adopt a slightly more conservative value of

3 pA Hz�1=2 in our calculations.
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4.1.1.2. Millimeter-wave communications

We assume that the system will utilize 60 GHz as its frequency of transmission given the
established products for this choice. Determination of the path loss for a 60 GHz mm-wave
system is not straightforward, so for the outdoor scenario we use the International Telecom-
munication Union (ITU) LOS model [70]:

PLdB dð Þ ¼ 92:44þ 20log10 fð Þ þ 10nlog10 dð Þ (7)

where d is the transmission distance in kilometers, f is the frequency in GHz and n is the path loss
exponent, which is approximately two for this scenario. This is used in combination with the
standard Friis model to produce a value of the received power as follows. In contrast with lower
frequencies, the antennas will not be isotropic, and have numerical gains ofGT andGR for TX and
RX, respectively, so the overall receivedpower inwatts so for a transmitted signal powerPT will be:

PR dð Þ ¼ PTGTGR10�PLdB dð Þ=10 (8)

The antenna gains above are assumed to be equal, which provides asymmetric transmission
system. Their values are determined based on the acceptance angle defined for optical trans-
mission to give a fair comparison. For an ideal antenna, the gain is equal to the directivity, and
so we can say that [71]:

GT ¼ GR ¼ 4π
ΩA

(9)

where ΩA is the beam area, taken to be the solid angle formed by the angle θh. As a result, we
can write:

GT ¼ GR ¼ 4π
2π 1� cosθhð Þ ¼

2
1� cosθhð Þ (10)

We assume that the RX antenna feeds a matched preamplifier with noise factor F so that the
signal to noise ratio S=N at the RX is:

S
N

¼ PR dð Þ
FKTB

(11)

where K is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. For a bit-rate Rb average
energy per bit Eb and noise power density N0, we can then write:

EbRb

N0
¼ PR dð Þ

FKT
(12)

4.1.1.3. Results

We assume the same transmission power for the links of 1 W and a light collection area of
15 cm diameter using an optical concentrator. This would have a value of θh equal to approx-
imately 20 degrees. The noise factor is taken to be 5 dB as per the IEEE802.11ad standard
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giving F ¼ 3:2. The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 8 where it may be observed
that FSO performs well for short distances, but millimeter waves offer better performance once
the transmission distance exceeds 20–30 m. It may also be observed that for very short dis-
tances there is no appreciable free space loss (FSO) given the large collection area but no gain
mechanism resulting in the flat portion of the characteristic until the loss begins to increase. We
must also state that both systems could be impacted by adverse transmission conditions, rain
for millimeter-wave and fog for FSO. Given the variability of these factors, the figure is
intended to present a best-case comparison of the two systems.

4.1.2. Hotspot

The application scenario is a “hotspot” in a 3-meter high room as shown in Figure 9. As is
apparent from the figure, the TX launches power within an emission cone with a half angle θh,
and the RX has an acceptance angle that is also θh. This pairing of angles is optimum since a
larger RX acceptance angle would mean that since terminals are transceivers, the uplink would
transmit radiation that would miss the ceiling base station and vice versa. The geometry of this
scenario means that for a hotspot radius d and range r:

θh ¼ tan�1 d=3ð Þ; r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2 þ 9

p
(13)

4.1.2.1. Optical wireless

The TX power is taken to be 10 W obtained from an LED lighting source, and a smaller RX
diameter of 15 mm is used to represent the size possible on portable computing devices.

Figure 8. Comparison of FSO and millimeter-wave performance over a point-to-point link.
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giving F ¼ 3:2. The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 8 where it may be observed
that FSO performs well for short distances, but millimeter waves offer better performance once
the transmission distance exceeds 20–30 m. It may also be observed that for very short dis-
tances there is no appreciable free space loss (FSO) given the large collection area but no gain
mechanism resulting in the flat portion of the characteristic until the loss begins to increase. We
must also state that both systems could be impacted by adverse transmission conditions, rain
for millimeter-wave and fog for FSO. Given the variability of these factors, the figure is
intended to present a best-case comparison of the two systems.
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The application scenario is a “hotspot” in a 3-meter high room as shown in Figure 9. As is
apparent from the figure, the TX launches power within an emission cone with a half angle θh,
and the RX has an acceptance angle that is also θh. This pairing of angles is optimum since a
larger RX acceptance angle would mean that since terminals are transceivers, the uplink would
transmit radiation that would miss the ceiling base station and vice versa. The geometry of this
scenario means that for a hotspot radius d and range r:

θh ¼ tan�1 d=3ð Þ; r ¼
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4.1.2.1. Optical wireless

The TX power is taken to be 10 W obtained from an LED lighting source, and a smaller RX
diameter of 15 mm is used to represent the size possible on portable computing devices.

Figure 8. Comparison of FSO and millimeter-wave performance over a point-to-point link.
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4.1.2.2. Millimeter-wave communications

In this example, we adopt the empirical model from the IEEE 802.11ad standard for a simple
indoor LOS link [72]:

PLdB dð Þ ¼ 32:5þ 20log10 fð Þ þ 10nlog10 dð Þ (14)

where d is the transmission distance in meters, f is the frequency in GHz and n is the path loss
exponent, which is approximately two for this scenario. The antenna gains will again be given

Figure 9. Geometry of the worst case hotspot alignment.

Figure 10. Comparison of OWC and 60 GHz performance for indoor hotspots.
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by Eq. (10), but the angle will be that used for OWC obtained from Eq. (12). Here, the TX
power is taken to be 10 mW since this represents a value that is permitted by many interna-
tional standards [73] when one takes into consideration the antenna gains.

4.1.2.3. Results

In this indoor application, there will be no atmospheric losses, so the predictions will most
likely be closer to the performance that could be seen using real links. The results obtained are
shown in Figure 10 and differ somewhat from the point-to-point case. Here, the change in FOV
for both systems with hotspot radius assists their performance somewhat, particularly for the
OWC link. It can be seen from the figure that there is a radius of up to a few meters where
OWC is extremely competitive and could outperform millimeter-wave transmission. Further-
more, the infrastructure for the lighting will already be present so fewer extra components will
be needed since the link uses the existing lights rather than a separate link.

5. Conclusions

This chapter has provided a brief introduction to potential 5G transmission systems based on
optical and millimeter waves. It may be seen that both technologies have long histories and
have been employed in military scenarios. Moreover, technological advances such as LiFi and
increasing CMOS integration have brought both options to the fore in recent years. With
respect to the future 5G integration, LOS transmission appears to be likely application given
the significantly reduced performance of both methods once NLOS links are considered.
Millimeter-wave transmission is probably more likely outdoors in most scenarios since its
performance is increasingly superior to FSO once distances exceed a few tens of meters. It is
the indoor sphere where OWC offers its best prospects for 5G because the LED lighting is
becoming widespread. Thus, a relatively high-power visible light source is available for trans-
mission as part of an office infrastructure. Transmission power at 60 GHz is restricted by
international standard, especially when high antenna gains are employed as would be the case
in small hotspots. Thus, OWC provides superior transmission performance over hotspots with
diameters of a few meters, which is a realistic size. We have taken a simplified view of the
application scenarios to compare them, and we acknowledge that significant developments are
occurring, such as multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems [74, 75]. Thus, the next
stage of the future investigation is to incorporate these into the comparative modeling work.
This can be coupled with experimental trials to determine the utility of OWC and millimeter
waves in future 5G implementations.
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Abstract

This chapter presents a rateless space-time block code (RSTBC) for massive multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communication systems. We discuss the principles of 
rateless coding compared to the fixed-rate channel codes. A literature review of rateless 
codes (RCs) is also addressed. Furthermore, the chapter illustrates the basis of RSTBC 
deployments in massive MIMO transmissions over lossy wireless channels. In such chan-
nels, data may be lost or are not decodable at the receiver end due to a variety of factors 
such as channel losses or pilot contamination. Massive MIMO is a breakthrough wire-
less transmission technique proposed for future wireless standards due to its spectrum 
and energy efficiencies. We show that RSTBC guarantees the reliability of the system in 
such highly lossy channels. Moreover, pilot contamination (PC) constitutes a particu-
larly significant impairment in reciprocity-based multi-cell systems. PC results from the 
non-orthogonality of the pilot sequences in different cells. In this chapter, RSTBC is also 
employed in the downlink transmission of a multi-cell massive MIMO system to mitigate 
the effects of signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) degradation resulting from 
PC. We conclude that RSTBC can effectively mitigate such interference. Hence, RSTBC is 
a strong candidate for the upcoming 5G wireless communication systems.

Keywords: massive MIMO, rateless codes, STBC, pilot contamination, 5G

1. Introduction

In practice, the transmitted data over the channel are usually affected by noise, interference, 
and fading. Several channel models, such as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), binary 
symmetrical channel (BSC), binary erasure channel (BECH), wireless fading channel, and 
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lossy (or erasure) channel, are introduced in which errors’ (or losses) control technique is 
required to reduce the errors (or losses) caused by such channel impairments [1].

This technique is called channel coding, which is a main part of the digital communication the-
ory. Historical perspective on channel coding is given in [2]. Generally speaking, channel cod-
ing, characterized by a code rate, is designed by controlled-adding redundancy to the data to 
detect and/or correct errors and, hence, achieve reliable delivery of digital data over unreliable 
communication channels. Error correction may generally be realized in two different error 
control techniques, namely: forward error correction (FEC), and backward error correction 
(BEC). The former omits the need for the data retransmission process, while the latter is widely 
known as automatic repeat request (or sometimes automatic retransmission query) (ARQ).

For large size of data, a large number of errors will occur, and thereby, it is difficult for FEC to 
work reasonably. The ARQ technique, in such conditions, requires more retransmission pro-
cesses, which will cause significant growth in power consumption. However, these processes 
will sustain additional overhead that includes data retransmission and adding redundancy 
into the original data. They cannot correctly decode the source data when the packet loss rate 
is high [3]. Therefore, it is of significant interest to design a simple channel coding with a flex-
ible code rate and capacity approaching behavior to achieve robust and reliable transmission 
over universal lossy channels. Rateless codes constitute such a class of schemes. We describe 
the concept of rateless coding in the next section.

2. Concept of rateless codes

Rateless codes (RCs) are channel codes used for encoding data to generate incremental redun-
dancy codes and then, are transmitted over channels with variable packet error rate. The interpre-
tation of the terminology “rateless” is that the code does not fix its code rate before transmission. 
Rather, it can only be determined after correctly recovering the transmitted data. In the available 
literature, the rateless code is typically referred to by some associated terminologies such as 
“variable-rate,” “rate-compatible,” “adaptive-rate,” or “incremental redundancy” scheme [4]. 
However, the rate of a rateless code can be considered in two perspectives as the instantaneous 
rate and the effective rate. The instantaneous rate is the ratio of the number of information bits 
to the total number of bits transmitted at a specific instant. On the other hand, the effective rate 
is the rate realized at the specific point when the codeword has been successfully received [5].

The counterpart of rateless coding is fixed-rate coding, which is basically well known in the 
literature of channel codes. The relationship between rateless and fixed-rate channel codes can 
be seen as the correspondence between continuous and discrete signals or the construction of 
a video clip from video frames. In this illustrating analogy, the fixed-rate code corresponds to 
the discrete signal or to the video frame, while the rateless code is viewed as the continuous 
signal or the video clip [5]. Basically, rateless codes are proposed to solve the problem of data 
packet losses. They can continuously generate potentially unlimited number of data streams 
until an acknowledgment from the receiver is received declaring successful decoding.

The basic concept of rateless codes is illustrated in Figure 1 [1]. From the figure, a total of kc 
packets, obtained from the fragmented source data, are encoded by the transmitter to get a 
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large number of encoded packets nc. Due to the lossy channel, several encoded packets are 
lost during the transmission, and finally, only rc encoded packets are collected by the receiver. 
The decoding process on the received packets should be able to recover all original kc packets.

To illustrate the importance of rateless codes, let’s assume that we have a fixed-rate code Cfixed 
of fixed-code rate Rfixed designed to achieve a performance close to the channel capacity target 
Ctarget at a specific signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), ϕfixed. However, the channel fluctuations make 
the fixed-rate code impose two limitations [1]. First, if the actual SNR at the receiver is actually 
greater than ϕfixed, then the code essentially becomes an inefficient channel code. That is because 
the code incorporates more redundancy than the actual channel conditions require. Second, 
on the other hand, if the actual SNR becomes lower than ϕfixed, then the channel will be in an 
outage for the reason that the fixed-rate code Cfixed no longer provides sufficient redundancy 
appropriate for the actual channel conditions. Contrasting with fixed-rate code, the rateless 
code has a flexible code rate in accordance with the channel quality, which is time varying in 
nature. Another benefit of RCs is that they potentially do not require the channel state informa-
tion (CSI) at the transmitter. This property is of particular importance in the design of codes for 
wireless channels. In particular, RCs can be employed in multi-cell cellular systems when chan-
nel estimation errors severely degrade the performance.

3. Rateless coding and hybrid automatic retransmission query

For further discussion, there is an analogy between hybrid ARQ (HARQ) and rateless codes, 
since they transmit additional symbols until the received information is successfully decoded. 
On the other hand, they do have some differences. HARQ refers to a special transmission 

Figure 1. General encoding and decoding processes of rateless codes [1].
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mechanism, which combines the conventional ARQ principle with error control coding. The 
basic three ARQ protocols are stop-and-wait ARQ, go-back-N ARQ, and selective repeat 
ARQ. All the three ARQ protocols use the sliding window protocol to inform the transmit-
ter on which data frames or symbols should be retransmitted. Figure 2 illustrates the ARQ 
schemes: stop-and-wait ARQ (half duplex), continuous ARQ with pullback (full duplex), and 
continuous ARQ with selective repeat (full duplex). In each of them, time is advancing from 
lift to right [6].

These protocols reside in the data link or transport layers of the open systems interconnection 
(OSI) model. This is one difference between the proposed RSTBC and HARQ, since RSTBC is 
employed in the physical layer. Comparing rateless codes to HARQ, we summarize the fol-
lowing points:

1. RC is often viewed as a form of continuous incremental redundancy HARQ in the literature [5].

2. HARQ is not capable of working over the entire SNR range, and therefore, it necessitates 
combination with some form of adaptive modulation and coding (AMC). On the other 
hand, RC can entirely eliminate AMC and work over a wide range of SNR [7].

Figure 2. Automatic repeat request (ARQ) [6]. (a) Stop and wait ARQ (half duplex); (b) continuous ARQ with pullback 
(full duplex); (c) continuous ARQ with selective repeat (full duplex).
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3. From the point of view of redundancy, HARQ has more redundancy, since it requires many 
acknowledgments (ACK) or negative acknowledgments (NACK) for each packet transmission 
return to show successful/unsuccessful decoding, respectively. In contrast, only a single-bit 
acknowledgment is needed for the transmission of a message with RC [8]. When the number 
of receivers is large, ARQ acknowledgments may cause significant delays and bandwidth con-
sumption. Consequently, using ARQ for wireless broadcast is not scalable [9].

4. It was seen in [8] that RC is capable of outperforming ARQ completely at low SNRs in 
broadcast communication. However, they behave the same in point to point as well as in 
high-SNR broadcast communications.

5. RC and the basic ARQ differ in code construction. RCs can generate different redundant 
blocks, while ARQ merely retransmits the same block [8]. For different receivers, distinct 
and independent errors are often encountered. In such cases, the merely retransmitted data 
packets are only useful to a specific user while they are with no value for others. Hence, 
it is highly undesirable to send respective erroneous data frames or symbols to each user.

6. The physical layer RCs are useful since the decoder can exploit useful information from 
packets that are dropped by ARQ protocols in higher layers [7].

4. Rateless codes’ literature review

In the past decade, rateless codes have gained a lot of concerns in both communication and 
information theory research communities, which led to the strong theory behind these codes 
mostly for erasure channels. Most of the available works in the rateless codes literature are 
extensions of the fountain codes over the erasure channels [10]. The name “fountain” came from 
the analogy to a water supply capable of giving an unlimited number of water drops. Due to 
this reason, rateless codes are also referred to as fountain codes. They were initially developed 
to achieve efficient transmission in erasure channels, to which the initial work on rateless codes 
has mainly been limited, with the primary application in multimedia video streaming [10].

The first practical class of rateless codes is the Luby Transform (LT) code which was originally 
intended to be used for recovering packets that are lost (erased) during transmission over 
computer networks. The fundamentals of LT are introduced in [11] in which the code is rate-
less since the number of encoded packets that can be generated from the original packets is 
potentially limitless. Figure 3 illustrates the block diagram of LT encoder. The original packets 
can be generated from slightly larger encoded packets. Although the encoding process of LT 
is quite simple, however, LT requires the proper design of the degree distribution (Soliton 
distribution-based) which significantly affects the performance of the code.

Afterward, LT code was extended to the well-known Raptor code [12] by appending a weak LT 
encoder with an outer pre-code such as the irregular low-density parity check code (LDPC). 
Figure 4 depicts the general block diagram of Raptor code.

The decoding algorithm of the Raptor code depends on the decoder of the LT code and the 
pre-code used. However, the Raptor code requires lesser overhead. But it has disadvantages 
such as the lower bound of the total overhead depends on the outer code and the decoding 
algorithm implementation is slightly more complicated due to multiple decoding processes.
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Online codes [13] also belong to the family of fountain rateless codes and work based on 
two layers of packet processing (inner and outer). However, in contrast to the LT and Raptor 
codes, online codes have more encoding and decoding complexity as a function of the block 
length. The overall design of the online code is shown in Figure 5. LT and Raptor codes were 
originally intended to be used for transmission over the BEC channel such as Internet chan-
nel, where the transmitted packets are erased by routers along the path.

Figure 4. Block diagram of the Raptor code encoder [5].

Figure 5. Online code encoding and decoding design [13].

Figure 3. Block diagram of the LT encoder [5].
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On the other hand, some works have studied their performance on noisy channels such as 
BSC and AWGN channels [14]. Although it was demonstrated that the Raptor codes have bet-
ter performance on a wide variety of noisy channels than LT codes, however, both schemes 
exhibit high error floors in such channels. The previous rateless codes have fixed-degree dis-
tribution, which causes degradation in performance when employing over noisy channels.

Motivated by this result, a reconfigurable rateless code was introduced in [5] which adap-
tively can modify its encoding/decoding algorithms by adjusting its degree distribution incre-
mentally according to the channel conditions. Such code is not systematic and remains fixed if 
no new knowledge of channel condition is obtained from feedback. By dropping this assump-
tion, as in [15], the significant overhead reduction can be achieved while still maintaining the 
same encoding and decoding complexities. In addition, the effective code rate of [5] is actually 
determined by the decoder, not the encoder.

In another perspective, the use of rateless codes in the physical layer can be beneficial since the 
decoder can exploit useful information even from packets that cannot be correctly decoded 
and therefore are ignored by higher layers [7]. A construction of physical-layer Raptor codes 
based on protographs was proposed in [16].

Other works of rateless coding over the AWGN channel were provided in [17, 18]. For wire-
less channels, rateless code paradigm was found in many works. In [19], a rateless coding 
scheme based on traditional Raptor code is introduced in a single-input single-output (SISO) 
system over fading channels. A similar approach is presented in [20] by the same authors for 
relay networks. The authors in [21] have considered one of the latest works of rateless coding 
over wireless channels. They tackle the high error floor problem arising from the low-density 
generator matrix (LDGM)-like encoding scheme in conventional rateless codes.

While there are significant works on rateless codes for AWGN channels, few work exists on 
rateless codes for MIMO systems. Rateless codes for MIMO channels were introduced in [22], 
where two rateless code constructions were developed. The first one was based on simple 
layering over an AWGN channel. The second construction used a diagonal layering structure 
over a particular time-varying scalar channel. However, the latter is merely concatenating a 
rateless code (outer code) using dithered repetition with the vertical Bell Labs layered space-
time (V-BLAST) code (inner code) [23].

Away from digital fountain codes, discussed so far, performance limits and code construc-
tion of block-wise rateless coding for conventional MIMO fading channels are studied in [24]. 
The authors have used the diversity multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) as a performance metric 
[25]. Also, they have demonstrated that the design principle of rateless codes follows the 
approximately universal codes [26] over MIMO channels. In addition, simple rateless codes 
that are DMT optimal for a SISO channel have also been examined. However, [24] considered 
the whole MIMO channel as parallel sub-channels, in which each sub-channel is a MIMO 
channel. Furthermore, for each block, the code construction of symbols within the redun-
dant block is not discussed. Hence, more investigation of other performance metrics for the 
scheme proposed in [24] under different channel scenarios is required. In [27], a cognitive 
radio network employs rateless coding along with queuing theory to maximize the capacity 
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of the secondary user while achieving primary users’ delay requirement. Furthermore, [28] 
presents a novel framework of opportunistic beam-forming employing rateless code in mul-
tiuser MIMO downlink to provide faster and high quality of service (QoS) wireless services.

5. Rateless codes applications

There are various applications of rateless codes:

• Video streaming over the Internet and packet-based wireless networks: The application of 
rateless codes to video streaming was initially proposed for multimedia broadcast multi-
cast system (MBMS) standard of the 3GPP [29, 30].

• Broadcasting has been extensively used in wireless networks to distribute information of 
universal attention, for example, safety warning messages, emergency information, and 
weather information, to a large number of users [31, 32]. Rateless coding has been utilized 
in the 3GPP’s Release 6 multimedia broadcast/multicast service (MBMS) [33].

• Wearable wireless networks: A wearable body area network (WBAN) is an emerging technol-
ogy that is developed for wearable monitoring application. Wireless sensor networks are usu-
ally considered one of the technological foundations of ambient intelligence. Agile, low-cost, 
ultra-low power networks of sensors can collect a massive amount of valuable information 
from the surrounding environment [34, 35]. Wireless sensor network (WSN) technologies are 
considered one of the key research areas in computer science and the health-care application 
industries for improving the quality of life. A block-based scheme of rateless channel erasure 
coding was proposed in [36] to reduce the impact of wireless channel errors on the augment-
ed reality (AR) video streams, while also reducing energy consumption.

6. Motivation to rateless space-time coding

According to literature survey, there is not enough research work yet on rateless space-time 
codes (STCs), even for the regular MIMO systems. Few works in rateless STCs are avail-
able such as [37, 38]. In [37], a rateless coding scheme was introduced for the AWGN chan-
nel, using layering, repetition and random dithering. The authors also extended their work 
to multiple-input single-output (MISO) Gaussian channels where the MISO channel is con-
verted to parallel AWGN channels. In [38], the performance of MIMO radio link is improved 
by a rate-varying STC under a high-mobility communication system. Rateless coding can be 
extended to space-time block codes (STBCs), where the coding process is performed block-
wise over time and space. The main advantage of STBCs is that they can provide full diversity 
gain with relatively simple encoding and decoding schemes. Unlike the conventional fixed-
rate STBC, rateless STBC is designed such that the code rate is not fixed before transmission. 
Instead, it depends on the instantaneous channel conditions.

Incorporating RSTBC in massive MIMO systems is reasonable and very attractive, since rateless 
coding is based on generating a massive number of encoded blocks, and massive MIMO tech-
nique uses a large number of antenna elements. Motivated by such fact, in this chapter, a new 
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approach has been developed to fill the gap between rateless STCs and massive MIMO systems 
by exploiting significant degrees of freedom available in massive MIMO systems for rateless 
coding. The contribution of RSTBC is to convert lossy massive MIMO channels into lossless 
ones and provide a reliable robust transmission when very large MIMO dimensions are used.

7. Rateless space-time block code for massive MIMO systems

Massive MIMO wireless communication systems have been targeted for deployment in the 
fifth-generation (5G) cellular standards, to enhance the wireless capacity and communication 
reliability [39] fundamentally. In massive MIMO systems, a large number of antennas, pos-
sibly hundreds or even thousands, work together to deliver big data to the end users. Despite 
the significant enhancement in capacity and/or link quality offered by MIMO systems and 
space-time codes (STCs) [40, 41], it has been shown recently that massive MIMO can even 
improve the performance of MIMO systems dramatically. This has prompted a lot of research 
works on massive MIMO systems lately.

In this section, we illustrate the mechanism of rateless space-time block code (RSTBC) in a mas-
sive MIMO system, as we have addressed in [42–45]. Figure 6 shows simply the encoding and 
decoding processes, where a part of the encoded packets (or blocks) cannot be received due 
to channel losses. Hence, with the availability of slightly larger encoded packets, the receiver 
can recover the original packets from the minimum possible number of transmitted encoded 
packets that are already received. The required number of blocks for recovery depends on the 
loss rate of the channel. During the transmission, the receiver of a specific user measures the 
mutual information between the transmitter and the receiver after it receives each block and 
compares it to a threshold.

Namely, it is desired to decode a message of total mutual information  M . Assume that the 
required packets to deliver the message correctly are   [ X  

1
    X  

2
   ⋯  X  

l
   ⋯  X  

L
  ]  , where   X  

l
    is the   N  

t
   × T  

codeword matrix transmitted during the lth block,   N  
t
    is the number of transmit antenna elements 

at the base station (BS),  T  is the number of time slots, and L is the number of required blocks at 
the receiver to recover the transmitted block. Let   m  

l
    denote the measured mutual information 

after receiving the codeword block   X  
l
   . If   m  

l
   ≤ M , the receiver waits for further blocks, else if   m  

l
   > M , 

the receiver sends a simple feedback to the transmitter to stop transmitting the remaining part 
of the encoded packets and remove them from the BS buffer. This process continues until the 
receiver accumulates enough number of blocks ( L ) to recover the message or the time allowed 
is over the channel coherence time. The decoding process is conducted sequentially, first using   
X  

1
   , then   [  X  

1
     X  

2
   ]   if   X  

1
    is not sufficient, and so forth. Once the check-sum condition is satisfied, the 

received blocks are linearly combined at the receiver to decode the whole underling message. It 
should be noted that the code is described as “rateless” because the number of required blocks 
( L ) to recover the message is not fixed before transmission; rather, it depends on the channel 
state. The dimensions in which the code is extended ratelessly are time (number of channel 
uses) and space (number of functional antennas) as well as it belongs to block codes. Therefore, 
it is called rateless space-time block code (RSTBC).

Before proceeding, each of the RSTBC matrix   X  
l
    is constructed based on the following random 

process
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approach has been developed to fill the gap between rateless STCs and massive MIMO systems 
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   X  l   = X ⊙  D  l    (1)

where ⊙ denotes the element-wise multiplication operation (Hadamard product);  X  is the   N  
t
   × T  

complex data matrix to be transmitted, and   D  
l
    is the lth   N  

t
   × T  random binary matrix generated 

randomly where each of its entries is either 0 or 1 and occurs with probabilities   P  
0
    and   P  

1
   , respec-

tively. For each l, a new lth   D  
l
    is constructed with different positions of zeros. This means that   D  

1
   ≠  

D  
2
   ≠  D  

l
   ≠ ⋯ ≠  D  

L
    and consequently,   X  

1
   ≠  X  

2
   ≠  X  

l
   ≠ ⋯ ≠  X  

L
   . Such a method is considered as rateless 

coding in the sense that the encoder can generate on the fly potentially a very large number of 
blocks. A power constraint on each   X  

l
    is introduced as the average power does not exceed   N  

t
    .

Now, we consider a downlink massive multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO) system in which 
RSTBC is applied as shown in Figure 7.

In this system, a BSTx, equipped with a large number of antennas, communicates simultane-
ously with  K  independent users on the same time-frequency resources where each user device 
has   N  

r
    receive antennas. The overall channel matrix   H  

a
   ∈  𝒞𝒞   K N  

r
  × N  

t
     can be written as

   H  a   =   [  H  1     H  2    ⋯   H  K   ]    T   (2)

where   H  
k
   ∈  𝒞𝒞    N  

r
  × N  

t
   , k = 1, 2, ⋯ , K , is the channel matrix corresponding to the   k   th   user. To eliminate 

the effects of the multiuser interference (MUI) at the specific receiving users, a precoding 
technique is applied at the BSTx with, for example, a zero-forcing (ZF) precoding matrix   G  

a
   ∈  

𝒞𝒞    N  
t
  ×K N  

r
     which is calculated as

Figure 6. Encoding and decoding processes of RSTBC in a massive MIMO system.
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H
 )    

−1
   (3)

where  β  is a normalized factor.

In this system, channel reciprocity is exploited to estimate the downlink channels via uplink 
training, as the resulting overhead is linearly a function of the number of users rather than the 
number of BS antennas [46].

For a single-cell MU-MIMO system, the received signal at the   k   th   user at time instant  t  can be 
expressed as

   y  k   =  √ 
______

   
 E  x   ______ L  N  t    N  0  

      ∑ 
l=1

  
L
    ∑ 
n=1

  
 N  t  

     h  kn    x  n    d  nl   +  w  k    (4)

where    
 E  

x
  
 ___  N  

0
      corresponds to the average SNR per user (  E  

x
    is the symbol energy, and   N  

0
    is the noise 

power at the receiver);  L  is the maximum number of required blocks of RSTBC at the user;  l = 1, 2, ⋯, 

L; k = 1, 2, ⋯, K;   x  
n
    is the transmitted signal by the the   n   th   antenna where  n = 1, 2, ⋯,  N  

t
   ;   h  

kn
    is the channel 

coefficient from the the   n   th   transmit antenna to the   k   th   user;   d  
nl
   ∈  {0, 1}   which is the (  n, l )        th    element of 

the matrix   D  
l
   ; and   w  

k
    is the noise at the   k   th   user receiver.

It has been demonstrated in [42–45] that RSTBC is able to compensate for data losses. For more 
details, the reader is referred to these references. Here are some sample simulation results. 
The averaged symbol-error-rate (SER) performance when RSTBC is applied for   N  

t
    = 100 with 

QPSK is shown in Figure 8, where the loss rate is assumed to be 25%.

It is inferred from Figure 8 that for small values of  L , the averaged SER approaches a fixed 
level at high SNR because RSTBC, with the current number of blocks, is no longer able to 
compensate for further losses. Therefore, it is required to increase  L  to achieve enhancements 
until losses effects are eliminated. As shown, for instance, RSTBC with  L  = 32, the flooring in 
the SER curves has vanished due to the diversity gain achieved by RSTBC (as the slopes of the 
SER curves increase) so that the effect of losses is eliminated considerably. Thus, the potential 
for employing RSTBC to combat losses in massive MU-MIMO systems has been shown.

Furthermore, Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the averaged 
downlink SINR (in dB) in the target cell for simulation and analytical results for a multi-cell 
massive MU-MIMO system with   N  

t
    = 100,  K  = 10 users, QPSK, and pilot reuse factor = 3/7, 

Figure 7. RSTBC code for massive MU-MIMO system (BS-to-users scenario).
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the SER curves has vanished due to the diversity gain achieved by RSTBC (as the slopes of the 
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Figure 8. SER curves for massive MU-MIMO system with 25%-rate loss and Nt = 100,  K  = 10 users, with QPSK, when 
RSTBC is applied.

Figure 9. CDF simulation and analytical results’ comparisons of SINR for multi-cell massive MU-MIMO system with 
Nt = 100,  K  = 10, QPSK, pilot reuse factor = 3/7, RSTBC with  L  = 4, 8, 16, 32, and 25% loss rate. Analytical curves are 
plotted using Eq. (21) in [43].
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when RSTBC is applied with  L  = 4, 8, 16, 32, where lossy channel of 25% loss rate is assumed. 
Notably, RSTBC supports the system to alleviate the effects of pilot contamination by increas-
ing the downlink SINR. Simulation and analytical results show good matching as seen. Also, 
it is obvious that the improvements in SINR are linear functions of the number of RSTBC 
blocks  L . It should be mentioned that the simulation parameters are tabulated in Table 1.

8. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have considered the rateless space-time block code (RSTBC) for mas-
sive MIMO wireless communication systems. Unlike the fixed-rate codes, RSTBC adapts the 
amount of redundancy over time and space for transmitting a message based on the instan-
taneous channel conditions. RSTBC can be used to protect data transmission in lossy systems 
and still guarantee the reliability of the regime when transmitting big data. It is concluded 
that, using RSTBC with very large MIMO dimensions, it is possible to recover the original 
data from a certain amount of encoded data even when the losses are high. Moreover, RSTBC 
can be employed in a multi-cell massive MIMO system at the BS to mitigate the downlink 
inter-cell interference (resulting from pilot contamination) by improving the downlink 
SINR. These results strongly introduce the RSTBC for the upcoming 5G wireless communi-
cation systems.
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constraints related to the transmission and receiving of the signals at different intervals 
have been resolved. By the rapid growth in industry and consequently high demands 
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extended requirements. However, those initial antennas were suitably used in the field 
of technology. In the recent decades, by introducing new antenna technologies such as 
metamaterial structures, substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) structures and microstrip 
antennas with various feeding networks could meet the demands of the current systems. 
As stated before, in the frequency ranges of below 30 GHz, antenna size and bandwidth 
are of the important issues, so that novel antennas can be created in low frequencies, 
which are able to achieve reliable radiation properties when combined with new multi-
band antennas. Generally, transmission lines are practical in low frequencies and short 
distances, while higher frequencies are mainly used due to bandwidth goals. This chap-
ter is organized into three subsections related to the 5G wireless communication systems: 
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nas operating between 15 and 30 GHz; higher frequency antennas or millimeter-wave 
antennas, which are desired for above 40 GHz.
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radio system. A radio antenna is a tool that provides the possibility of radiation or receiving 
radio waves. As we know, one of the biggest human sources is electromagnetic spectrum 
and antennas played a basic role in using this natural source. Despite several antennas in 
techs many of limitations have been solved in sending and receiving in some areas. The 
first practical cellular network which used analog systems arose in 1982 as a first generation 
in 1991 the analog system had been improved to the digital one or internet-based gen-
eration named as second generation this technology also added cellular data in format of 
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE). 
Approximately 10 years later, the third generation had been introduced to improve data 
rate further. After a decade, the current LTE networks had emerged which commonly 
named fourth generation. A new generation of network tech has been used the fifth genera-
tion of network or 5G like previous generation mutation will improve in cases like a speed 
velocity fifth generation. Some believe that new generation of mobile networks received 
new frequencies bands braid band received wide spectrum in each frequencies channel. 
Some believe that the new mobile generations usually provide new and wider frequency 
bands compared to the first, second, third and fourth generations, which provide up to 30 
kHz, 200 kHz, 5 MHz and 20 MHz, respectively. The higher frequency band may interfere 
with K band which is specified for satellite communications. From user’s perspectives, the 
former mobile generation (4G) provides a significant peak rate bit up to 1Gbps. Therefore, 
for the 5G to be different, it should support more data rate speed, so that makes it pos-
sible to connect different devices, simultaneously along with higher spectrum efficiency 
(more data rate per unit), low battery usage, lower delay, and disconnection. Moreover, 
lower cost for establishment of infrastructures, flexibility, higher scalability, and reliability 
should be taken into consideration. The existing problem is that higher radio frequencies 
cannot perform well in long distances or cross the walls between them and mobile devices. 
Thus to solve the aforementioned problems, service providers must focus on the new com-
munication antenna technologies. Antennas with high input and output capacities will be 
able to transmit parallel radio waves which accordingly define a signal beam and eventu-
ally the radio signal energy directs toward a specific path, which the user is situated. Since 
antennas are key elements of wireless communication systems, an expert design can meet 
the demands of systems and consequently improve system performance. Antenna role in 
the communication systems is similar to the eyes and glasses for a human. Antennas scope 
of activities is extensive and dynamic so that during the past six decades, antenna technol-
ogy has had an undeniable evolution in the communication arena. Most of the important 
improvements in this field are currently used by public users. However, today we face 
more challenges since the system efficiencies have been noticed. Most of these improve-
ments in antenna technology have been evolved since 1970.

2. Antenna in 5G application

The initial research in the field of fifth generation has been started since 2012. With the 
standardization procedure of this generation of the mobile telecommunication networks, 
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beginning since 2015, it is anticipated that first experimental samples will be set up in 2018. 
Based on the most forecasts, commercialization of these networks will be postponed to the 
next 2 or 3 years. Many investigations have been done in this field in the past few years so that 
some researchers have worked on antennas to improve their impedance bandwidth. In some 
cases, unidirectional pattern concentration with high gain or pattern rotating has been tried. 
Recently due to the tremendous increase in the number of devices connected to the wireless 
communication systems and accordingly a significant increase in demands for new and high-
quality applications, antennas with wider impedance bandwidth, high gain and rotatable 
radiation pattern especially in higher frequencies are required.

2.1. Antennas below 15 GHz or accordingly antennas with a wavelength  
less than 1/20

Radio frequency has a set of physical properties. One of those is the wavelength of the signal. 
At 2.4 GHz this is approximately 12.5 cm (4.92 inches) and 5–6 cm (2–2.3 inches) at 5 GHz as 
well as 2.5–3 cm (1–1.15 inches) at 10 GHz. The difference and approximation are due to the 
fact that the wavelength is the result of the direct correlation of the exact frequency (2.400–
2.483.5 GHz in the 2.4 GHz range and 5.250–5.725 GHz in the 5 GHz range). To optimize 
sending and receiving the signal, the antenna is designed around those physical properties. 
The elements inside the antennas will vary in size to match the wavelength (or more com-
monly 1/4 or 1/8 or 1/16th the size of the wavelength). So first and the foremost difference in 
between is the size of the antennas. The 2.4 GHz antennas are bigger than the 5 GHz antennas. 
Mind that the same size antenna enclosure may be used for various reasons, two biggest ones 
being the cost of development and production and also overall esthetics. There are many 
antenna types available: dipole omni antennas, patch, and Yagi antennas, just to name a few. 
There are many subtypes, too many to name all of them here. Different antenna type will 
provide different radiation pattern. Starting with Dipole-Omni antenna that will provide 360° 
coverage in vertical setup (point of the antenna facing straight up or down) to focus, narrow 
beamwidth antennas used for Point to Point communication and everything in between. The 
RF focus will result in the higher gain of the antenna as it directs all the available energy into 
a certain direction [1–3].

2.1.1. Antenna based on SIW structure for 5G application

A Substrate Integrated Magneto-Electric Dipole antenna has been introduced for 5G 
Wi-Fi applications in [1]. A new technique is used to reduce the height of the ME dipole 
antenna by utilizing the tapered H-shape ground plane. As the conventional approach 
of folding parallel walls is hard to fabricate and also challenging, a pair of open slots has 
been cut on the ground plane. Hence surface current path is folded along the x-axis. The 
proposed configuration consists of four layers as shown in Figure 1. The antenna is fed 
by a Г-shaped probe located between the two arms of the Bowtie dipole. The simulated 
and measured results shown in Figure 2 reveal that the proposed structure provides an 
impedance bandwidth of 18.74% between 4.98 and 6.01 GHz and gains of about 6.8 and 
7.2 dBi, respectively.
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lower cost for establishment of infrastructures, flexibility, higher scalability, and reliability 
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ally the radio signal energy directs toward a specific path, which the user is situated. Since 
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beginning since 2015, it is anticipated that first experimental samples will be set up in 2018. 
Based on the most forecasts, commercialization of these networks will be postponed to the 
next 2 or 3 years. Many investigations have been done in this field in the past few years so that 
some researchers have worked on antennas to improve their impedance bandwidth. In some 
cases, unidirectional pattern concentration with high gain or pattern rotating has been tried. 
Recently due to the tremendous increase in the number of devices connected to the wireless 
communication systems and accordingly a significant increase in demands for new and high-
quality applications, antennas with wider impedance bandwidth, high gain and rotatable 
radiation pattern especially in higher frequencies are required.

2.1. Antennas below 15 GHz or accordingly antennas with a wavelength  
less than 1/20

Radio frequency has a set of physical properties. One of those is the wavelength of the signal. 
At 2.4 GHz this is approximately 12.5 cm (4.92 inches) and 5–6 cm (2–2.3 inches) at 5 GHz as 
well as 2.5–3 cm (1–1.15 inches) at 10 GHz. The difference and approximation are due to the 
fact that the wavelength is the result of the direct correlation of the exact frequency (2.400–
2.483.5 GHz in the 2.4 GHz range and 5.250–5.725 GHz in the 5 GHz range). To optimize 
sending and receiving the signal, the antenna is designed around those physical properties. 
The elements inside the antennas will vary in size to match the wavelength (or more com-
monly 1/4 or 1/8 or 1/16th the size of the wavelength). So first and the foremost difference in 
between is the size of the antennas. The 2.4 GHz antennas are bigger than the 5 GHz antennas. 
Mind that the same size antenna enclosure may be used for various reasons, two biggest ones 
being the cost of development and production and also overall esthetics. There are many 
antenna types available: dipole omni antennas, patch, and Yagi antennas, just to name a few. 
There are many subtypes, too many to name all of them here. Different antenna type will 
provide different radiation pattern. Starting with Dipole-Omni antenna that will provide 360° 
coverage in vertical setup (point of the antenna facing straight up or down) to focus, narrow 
beamwidth antennas used for Point to Point communication and everything in between. The 
RF focus will result in the higher gain of the antenna as it directs all the available energy into 
a certain direction [1–3].

2.1.1. Antenna based on SIW structure for 5G application

A Substrate Integrated Magneto-Electric Dipole antenna has been introduced for 5G 
Wi-Fi applications in [1]. A new technique is used to reduce the height of the ME dipole 
antenna by utilizing the tapered H-shape ground plane. As the conventional approach 
of folding parallel walls is hard to fabricate and also challenging, a pair of open slots has 
been cut on the ground plane. Hence surface current path is folded along the x-axis. The 
proposed configuration consists of four layers as shown in Figure 1. The antenna is fed 
by a Г-shaped probe located between the two arms of the Bowtie dipole. The simulated 
and measured results shown in Figure 2 reveal that the proposed structure provides an 
impedance bandwidth of 18.74% between 4.98 and 6.01 GHz and gains of about 6.8 and 
7.2 dBi, respectively.
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With the outstanding features with respect to the conventional ones, including wide imped-
ance bandwidth, symmetric patterns, low back radiation and at the same time more than 
80% efficiency, the proposed multilayer configuration with a novel technique to reduce the 
height of the ME dipole antenna is a suitable candidate for 5G Wi-Fi application.

Figure 1. Geometry of the substrate integrated ME-dipole [1].
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A new configuration based on substrate integrated waveguide concept has been investigated 
for 10 GHz frequency band in [2]. In order to enhance the antenna gain, different structures 
with two and four grooves have been proposed. The aperture-coupled antenna consists of 
a rectangular patch in which the power is coupled through the cavity and hence into free 
space. The cavity dimensions are optimized so that they can determine resonance frequency 
and radiation pattern of the antenna. The geometry of the designed configurations with 
two and four grooves and their corresponding simulated results are shown in Figure 3. Via 
based cavity structure has a remarkable impact on cavity performance in SIW patterns and 
it is demanding to adjust its resonance frequency due to abrupt changes of current distribu-
tions near walls. Therefore, the rectangular cavity’s edges are created by drilling out the two 
L-shapes in the middle substrate. Despite of drilling out the shapes, the corners have been left 
to keep the substrate inside the cavity in place. Thereafter, the walls of the cavity are metal-
lized as a PCB manufacturing process.

The simulated reflection coefficient reveals that adding the grooves have approximately 
no effect on the S11 if the distance between patch and grooves are accurately determined. 
Moreover, this distance changes the directionality of the antenna, as depicted in Figure 4.

2.2. Antenna in mid-frequency (15 and 30 GHz) for 5G application

Due to the steep increase in the number of electronic devices and accordingly high data traffic, 
wireless communication technology is required to use higher frequency bands to overcome 
the shortcomings existed in the existing networks. Fifth generation (5G) mobile networks 
have been extremely noted to overcome the existing networks problems such as bandwidth 
shortage caused as a result of the exponentially growth in the number of electronic devices 
and users connected to wireless systems, since it can provide a peak data rate of at least 
100 Mb/s in urban areas, 10 Gbps for static users and 1 Gbps for mobile users. Two of the 
important bands specified for testing 5G cellular communication systems are 28 and 39 GHz 
in the US and Europe, respectively. These frequency ranges extend from 24.5 to 29.5 GHz 

Figure 2. Simulated and measured VSWR and gains versus frequency [1].
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Figure 3. Configuration of proposed aperture antenna (a) with two grooves, (b) with four grooves, (c) reflection 
coefficient of the proposed antenna without/with grooves [2].

Figure 4. Radiation pattern of the proposed antenna with two grooves for different distance between patch and grooves 
for center frequency [2].
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and 37.0 to 43.5 GHz with center frequencies of 28 and 39 GHz, respectively. Improved data 
rates of up to 2.5 Gbps with multiple connections are among important characteristics of 5G 
cellular communications [4]. The US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has recom-
mended frequency bands of 28 and 37–39 GHz for the ongoing wireless networks (5G), as 
well as 33 GHz, which was specified for satellite and navigation applications. The Ka-band 
(at 28/38GHz) can be suitable for frequency division multiplexing (FDD), in which single 
antennas providing dual-band performance is preferred. The significantly increased path loss 
at very high-frequencies has to be compensated by higher antenna gains, which is made pos-
sible by increasing the number of antennas at the base station [5]. Compared to the current 
1–2 GHz cellular bands, the spectrum at 28 GHz has less free space path loss. In fact, oxygen 
loss (due to oxygen molecule absorption in atmosphere) and rain attenuation will have less 
impact on the 28 GHz spectrum, hence providing better propagation conditions when com-
pared to the existing cellular networks. It should be noted that the 28/38 GHz signals will 
not be going to penetrate a car’s windows or roof. Therefore, these kinds of devices will be 
important for these frequency bands in direct communication with a user device. For future 
5G applications, it has been indicated in [6] that, a high gain antenna (>12 dB) is required, 
which has the capability to be directed in certain directions. One introduced technology 
to overcome the existing deficiencies and to meet the aforementioned goals is the massive 
MIMO, which means extending MIMO concept to hundreds of antennas at the base station 
as a promising solution to increase data rate and network capacity by allowing beamformed 
data [7]. Another introduced technology to obtain an efficient beam steering characteristic is 
to use phased array antennas, which are one of the key parts in 5G wireless systems, since 
smaller antennas can be employed as arrays to improve performance [8]. It should be noted 
that the capability of beam steering in antennas is not compatible with most of the previous 
generations (2G, 3G and 4G), since they usually broadcast signals in wide beams, hence dis-
sipating energy in unwanted directions. The importance of utilizing phased array antennas is 
that they can direct and accordingly focus the signal beams to a desired direction toward the 
receiving antenna. As an example, the IBM and Ericsson has designed a phased array, which 
supports beam steering of less than 1.4° for focusing the beam toward users. There have been 
some techniques to design multiband antennas, among which is the slotted-SIW structures. 
The slotted SIW is a good option for designing the directional multi-band antennas. By utiliz-
ing different slot configurations in these antennas more directional radiation patterns can be 
obtained. This can be explained such that in the SIW structures usually one of the layers con-
tains the ground and the other has the radiating apertures. The surface current is disturbed by 
the engraved slots to accurately radiate electromagnetic waves. This method can also be used 
for the incoming wireless network. As the modern wireless systems require low profile and 
easy to integrate devices providing high gain and efficiency, microstrip patch antennas are 
highly recommended. Therefore, small antennas with dual-band or multiband properties are 
preferred for applications operating in Ka-band for the futuristic 5G technology.

A microstrip array antenna designed in [9] provides an impedance bandwidth (S11 < −10 dB) 
of about 7 GHz from 23.9 to 31 GHz and 12.5 dB gain at 29 GHz, but poor radiation efficiency 
due to the lossy FR-4 substrate has been observed. Since the scanning angle of more than 45° 
is required for mobile antennas, a planar array with beam switching capability is proposed 
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and 37.0 to 43.5 GHz with center frequencies of 28 and 39 GHz, respectively. Improved data 
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mended frequency bands of 28 and 37–39 GHz for the ongoing wireless networks (5G), as 
well as 33 GHz, which was specified for satellite and navigation applications. The Ka-band 
(at 28/38GHz) can be suitable for frequency division multiplexing (FDD), in which single 
antennas providing dual-band performance is preferred. The significantly increased path loss 
at very high-frequencies has to be compensated by higher antenna gains, which is made pos-
sible by increasing the number of antennas at the base station [5]. Compared to the current 
1–2 GHz cellular bands, the spectrum at 28 GHz has less free space path loss. In fact, oxygen 
loss (due to oxygen molecule absorption in atmosphere) and rain attenuation will have less 
impact on the 28 GHz spectrum, hence providing better propagation conditions when com-
pared to the existing cellular networks. It should be noted that the 28/38 GHz signals will 
not be going to penetrate a car’s windows or roof. Therefore, these kinds of devices will be 
important for these frequency bands in direct communication with a user device. For future 
5G applications, it has been indicated in [6] that, a high gain antenna (>12 dB) is required, 
which has the capability to be directed in certain directions. One introduced technology 
to overcome the existing deficiencies and to meet the aforementioned goals is the massive 
MIMO, which means extending MIMO concept to hundreds of antennas at the base station 
as a promising solution to increase data rate and network capacity by allowing beamformed 
data [7]. Another introduced technology to obtain an efficient beam steering characteristic is 
to use phased array antennas, which are one of the key parts in 5G wireless systems, since 
smaller antennas can be employed as arrays to improve performance [8]. It should be noted 
that the capability of beam steering in antennas is not compatible with most of the previous 
generations (2G, 3G and 4G), since they usually broadcast signals in wide beams, hence dis-
sipating energy in unwanted directions. The importance of utilizing phased array antennas is 
that they can direct and accordingly focus the signal beams to a desired direction toward the 
receiving antenna. As an example, the IBM and Ericsson has designed a phased array, which 
supports beam steering of less than 1.4° for focusing the beam toward users. There have been 
some techniques to design multiband antennas, among which is the slotted-SIW structures. 
The slotted SIW is a good option for designing the directional multi-band antennas. By utiliz-
ing different slot configurations in these antennas more directional radiation patterns can be 
obtained. This can be explained such that in the SIW structures usually one of the layers con-
tains the ground and the other has the radiating apertures. The surface current is disturbed by 
the engraved slots to accurately radiate electromagnetic waves. This method can also be used 
for the incoming wireless network. As the modern wireless systems require low profile and 
easy to integrate devices providing high gain and efficiency, microstrip patch antennas are 
highly recommended. Therefore, small antennas with dual-band or multiband properties are 
preferred for applications operating in Ka-band for the futuristic 5G technology.

A microstrip array antenna designed in [9] provides an impedance bandwidth (S11 < −10 dB) 
of about 7 GHz from 23.9 to 31 GHz and 12.5 dB gain at 29 GHz, but poor radiation efficiency 
due to the lossy FR-4 substrate has been observed. Since the scanning angle of more than 45° 
is required for mobile antennas, a planar array with beam switching capability is proposed 
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in [10], which provides 1 GHz impedance bandwidth relative to the center frequency of 
28.05 GHz and an average of 10 dBi gain. Another 28 GHz multilayer FR-4 PCB antenna array 
is presented in [11]. The structure consists of 16-element shows a fan-beam like radiation 
pattern. Results indicate that nearly 11 dB gain and more than 3 GHz impedance bandwidth 
has been obtained. The presented array is a complicated and expensive structure due to the 
multilayer technology. Some recently published configuration to achieve the acceptable per-
formance for these important frequencies will be discussed in detail. Three different oriented 
microstrip inset fed patches are designed in [12]. In the first design, two patches are placed 
side by side while in the other two configurations opposite feeding structures are used. The 
geometry of all structures and their corresponding reflection coefficients are presented in 
Figures 5 and 6, respectively. It can be seen in all three configurations, S11 is the same and 
about 1.5 GHz, which is due to the symmetrical structures of the antennas. The simulated and 
measure mutual coupling for structure 3 is shown in Figure 6. As it is obvious because of the 
small size of the antenna S12 < −20 dB at 28 GHz has been obtained.

A compact, broadband printed-dipole antenna, and its’ corresponding 8-element array 
antenna have been investigated in [10] to work at 28/38 GHz, which are the key frequency 
band for ongoing 5G. The single element design consists of microstrip feed line on the top 
layer of the substrate and the dipole along with the ground plane on the other layer. An 
integrated balun including a 45° folded microstrip and a rectangular slot has been employed 
and optimally adjusted to improve impedance matching. The bandwidth of about 36% in the 
frequency range of 26.5–38 GHz and 4.5–5.8 dBi gain has been obtained. The simulated and 
measured results for the single element proposed antenna are shown in Figure 7.

2.3. Higher frequency antennas or millimeter-wave antennas which are desired for 
60 GHz

With recent ongoing advances in new generations of telecommunications, the research on 
60 GHz antenna design has become progressive, since their ability to provide high data 
rate services for fifth-generation (5G) applications. As a matter of fact, the implantation of 
5G networks requires wide bandwidth which satisfies the demand to have real-time video 
streaming, machine to machine communications and IOT. For the sake of aforesaid, provid-
ing broadband infrastructure is a noticeable challenge in 60 GHz technology as it is an alter-
native of fiber optics. Thereby, the design of antenna with a low profile, high gain, and high 
radiation efficiency is necessary. Hitherto, some efforts have been conducted to alleviate these 
requirements [13].

2.3.1. Wideband linearly polarized transmitarray antenna for 60 GHz

In this section, a transmitarray antenna for backhauling at V-band is discussed. Such high 
capacity is of interest for operators to have multihop in the ranges of hundreds of meters to 
1 km. for this purpose, three different frequency bands (28 GHz, V-band, and E-band) are 
dedicated to millimeter wave backhauling. According to the substrate integrated waveguide-
based planar array have been undertaken. Contrary to microstrip based arrays in which high 
insertion loss hampers the performance, the employment of spatial feeding illumination in 
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transmitarray antenna has drawn considerable research interest. While one or more focal 
sources illuminate, each unit cell of the transmitarray as a concept have been made of Rx 
antenna coupled to Tx antenna. Realizing the transmission phase shifting can be obtained by 
connecting two antennas through a phase shifter. Several studies have been conducted on the 
transmitarray antenna in last decades, typically with the focus on implementing such patterns 
in the structures. Recent years, such topological patterns have been demonstrated. One of 
these is illustrated in Figure 8 [14].

The proposed structure uses 3-b phase optimization including 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 
270° and 315° over the whole 57–66 GHz. The arrangement of this 3-b is according to two dif-
ferent patterns. The first one is composed of the simple patch which is described in [15]. The 

Figure 5. Three different configurations of patch array antennas designed. (a) Antenna 1; (b) antenna 2; (c) antenna 3 [9].
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ing broadband infrastructure is a noticeable challenge in 60 GHz technology as it is an alter-
native of fiber optics. Thereby, the design of antenna with a low profile, high gain, and high 
radiation efficiency is necessary. Hitherto, some efforts have been conducted to alleviate these 
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In this section, a transmitarray antenna for backhauling at V-band is discussed. Such high 
capacity is of interest for operators to have multihop in the ranges of hundreds of meters to 
1 km. for this purpose, three different frequency bands (28 GHz, V-band, and E-band) are 
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transmitarray antenna has drawn considerable research interest. While one or more focal 
sources illuminate, each unit cell of the transmitarray as a concept have been made of Rx 
antenna coupled to Tx antenna. Realizing the transmission phase shifting can be obtained by 
connecting two antennas through a phase shifter. Several studies have been conducted on the 
transmitarray antenna in last decades, typically with the focus on implementing such patterns 
in the structures. Recent years, such topological patterns have been demonstrated. One of 
these is illustrated in Figure 8 [14].

The proposed structure uses 3-b phase optimization including 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 
270° and 315° over the whole 57–66 GHz. The arrangement of this 3-b is according to two dif-
ferent patterns. The first one is composed of the simple patch which is described in [15]. The 

Figure 5. Three different configurations of patch array antennas designed. (a) Antenna 1; (b) antenna 2; (c) antenna 3 [9].
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second one utilized a capacitive fed patch in the structure. From Figure 9, it can be seen that 
the profiled skirt protecting the antenna from its surrounding, is roughly more complex than 
standard pyramidal horn structures. Thereupon, a radome is included to protect the array 
from the environment. The optimization of the unit cell’s phase distribution is outperformed 
using in-house software [16] to gain the radiation pattern [17].

2.3.1.1. Unit-cell design and frequency response

As shown in Figure 9, the two types (1 and 2) are demonstrated for the pattern in order to 
obtain a 3-b phase resolution. Thereafter, using eight unit cell configuration architectures have 
offered a 45° relative phase shift between each phase state. The unit cell size is optimized to 
0.51λ0 × 0.51λ0 at 61.5 GHz. The structure is composed of two patch antenna separated with a 
508 μm thick dielectric substrate with εr = 2.5 and tanδ = 0.0017. The via hole has been utilized 

Figure 6. Measured and simulated: (a) return loss for designed antennas 1–3 and (b) mutual coupling for the proposed 
antenna [9].
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to ensures the coupling between patches. The configuration of the design is as follows. The 
unit cell type 1 is designed to reveal the phase state 0° and 45°. It should be noted that the 45° 
phase shift is derived by resizing the 0° phase state unit cell [18]. In the same way, the unit cell 
type 2 is used to generate 90° and 135° phase shift.

Figure 10 indicates that the coefficients are lower −9.65 dB over the whole 58–66 GHz. Hence, 
the ripple inside the presented tapered focal source could be reduced through minimizing 
the losses of the transmitarray reflection coefficient. Furthermore, the simulated transmis-
sion coefficient in Figure 10(b) remains approximately better than −1 dB for each unit cell. 

Figure 7. (a) Geometry of the printed-dipole antenna, (b) the simulation and measurement gain and S11 of the single 
element [10].
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Figure 9. Unit cell cross sectional, detailed pattern and electromagnetic simulation setup with random [14].

Figure 8. Perspective view of the complete transmitarray antenna [14].
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At last, the transmission phase is presented in Figure 10(c) which illustrates the phase shift 
of 45° between each unit cell phase resulting in a 3-b phase quantization. As a matter of fact, 
the transmission coefficient and phases are roughly stabled up to 40° under oblique incident 
wave as well as investigation in [18, 19].

Figure 10. Amplitude of the (a) reflection, (b) transmission coefficient and (c) transmission phase of the unit cell [14].
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of 45° between each unit cell phase resulting in a 3-b phase quantization. As a matter of fact, 
the transmission coefficient and phases are roughly stabled up to 40° under oblique incident 
wave as well as investigation in [18, 19].

Figure 10. Amplitude of the (a) reflection, (b) transmission coefficient and (c) transmission phase of the unit cell [14].
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2.3.1.2. Design and characterization

The simulated frequency response of the transmitarray structure is shown in Figure 11 for 
three different array diameters (D). Obviously, it can be found that by reducing the diameter, 
the maximum gain is reduced, as well. In addition, the transmitarray frequency response is 

Figure 11. Transmitarray frequency response as a function of the array diameter using the method described in [19].

Figure 12. (a) Fabricated antenna and (b) the transmit array antenna in chamber room during measurement process [14].
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approximately flattened across a stabled gain over the bandwidth of 57–66 GHz. The stabled 
frequency response can be justified through discussing the phase shift behavior of the unit 
cell and calculated phase compensation at central frequency 61.5 GHz. In fact, the phase error 
which is defined as the difference between the calculated phase compensation at a central 
frequency and at a frequency different from the optimization one increases and a reduction 
in gain is generated. According to the gain reduction, the true-time-delay technique can be 
performed which is demonstrated in [20].

2.3.1.3. Fabricated transmit array and experimental results

Figure 12 presents the fabricated 100 mm diameter linearly polarized transmitarray antenna. 
In order to verify the simulation procedure, Figure 13(a) shows the maximum gain in the 
broadside direction. It can be found that a maximum gain of 32.5 dBi has been obtained with 

Figure 13. (a) Measured and simulated broadside gain; measured  radiation pattern of the linearly polarized transmitarray 
in (b) co-polar and (c) cross-polar situations [17].
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a bandwidth of 15.4% (57–66.5 GHz) through an aperture efficiency of 42.7%. The results 
of the simulation and measurement are roughly the same, but there are some differences, 
which have been undertaken. The first one is considering an infinite array of identical ele-
ments in simulation procedure. The second is about the non-constant distance between the 
radome and the planar array, which confirms the mechanical constraints. The measured gain 
radiation pattern (H-plane) for co- and cross-polar is presented in Figure 13(b) and (c). It can 
be seen that cross polarization discrimination higher than 31 dB has been obtained at three 
different frequencies (57, 61.5 and 66 GHz).

Although the designed linearly polarized transmit array antenna has been characterized 
in V-band, a tradeoff between aperture efficiency and array sized is done to guarantee the 
bandwidth. For this purpose, the designed structure presents a broadside gain of 32.5 dBi at 
61.5 GHz with an aperture efficiency of 42.7%. Moreover, the fractional bandwidth of 15.4% 
from 57 to 66.5 GHz has been obtained across the proposed gain.

3. Conclusion

Many technologies have been introduced and developed for the fifth-generation networks. They 
are either the evolved shapes of the previous generations technologies or sometimes new. In this 
chapter we first explained different performance, application and types of antennas used in vari-
ous frequency bands of fifth generation cellular networks and some works have been discussed in 
each section. Antennas in frequency bands of less than 15 GHz, which equal to less than 1/20 wave-
length, uses new structures to improve bandwidth, beam rotation and energy concentration as 
well. But for antennas in frequency range of 15–30 GHz and upper than 40 GHz or millimeter-wave 
antennas, the main issue is the appropriate size of antenna while achieving a good radiation perfor-
mance. Therefore, in these frequencies horn antennas, MIMO antennas, dielectric resonator anten-
nas and phased array antennas are widely used, so that a reasonable bandwidth can be obtained 
by beam rotating characteristic of the mentioned antennas. Moreover, by making changes on these 
antennas or by combining different types, it would be possible to enhance antenna characteristics 
such as production cost, design and production complexity, physical size, etc. multiband perfor-
mance of the antenna can be argued from different aspects; such that this antenna can eliminate 
the need to several antennas hence less space will be occupied. Based on the different frequency 
band of the fifth generation which were explained separately in this chapter, it can be inferred that 
in the lower band good performance is also required in addition to a small size antenna, while in 
the upper bands, antenna is small but has a low quantitative and qualitative efficiency, therefore, 
it requires the use of larger antennas such as horn antennas. Also it should be noted that in these 
three cases (three frequency bands) MIMO, array and SIW structures are widely used.
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Abstract

The question how a 5G communication systemwill look like has been addressed intensely in
numerous research projects and in standardization bodies. In the massively connected
world of the “Internet of Things” (IoT), it is getting more and more important to be aware
of where all these “things” are located. Mobile radio-based technologies envisaged for a 5G
system will play an essential role in providing high-accuracy positioning of the “things.” In
this work, we will first address the fundamental Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) of time of
arrival (TOA) estimation in an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)-based
system (such as 4G and 5G) using the pilots. The achievable performance is compared with
the 3GPP LTE and potential future 5G requirements. The Ziv-Zakai lower bound (ZZLB) is
also considered for TOA estimation, as it is tighter than the CRLB for medium to low signal-
to-noise ratios (SNRs). We show how to optimize the waveform in order to reduce the TOA
estimation error. Then, we describe some practical low-complexity maximum likelihood
(ML) methods for TOA estimation with enhanced first-arriving path detection. Simulation
results show that such adaptive ML methods can in some cases (e.g., line of sight) achieve a
performance close to the CRLB. Finally, we will briefly discuss cooperation-based position-
ing, which will become increasingly important for massively connected IoT.

Keywords: Cramér-Rao lower bound, Ziv-Zakai lower bound, time (difference) of arrival,
radio-based positioning, cooperative positioning

1. Introduction

Mobile communication has become an integrated part of our daily lives. Today, whereas the
state-of-the-art fourth generation (4G) wireless standard long-term evolution (LTE) has been in
use for a decade, the fifth generation (5G) wireless standard called new radio (NR) is being
specified for diverse applications in the next 10 years. In the first 5G NR release, Release 15,
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mainly the enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) use cases have been considered. The ultra-reliable
low latency communication (URLLC) use cases will be addressed in Release 16. Other use cases
such as massive machine-type communication (mMTC) as well as the internet of things (IoT) are
expected to be taken into account later. Although 5G NR standardization is still underway, a
significant amount of details have already been agreed on. One important feature of 4G LTE
and 5G NR is the support for accurate positioning of a user equipment (UE), i.e., the estimation
of the position of the UE or the “thing” in the network, such as a car, a drone, etc. Especially in
the massively connected world of IoT, it is getting more and more important to be aware of
where all these things are located. Mobile radio-based technologies envisaged for a 5G system
will play an essential role in providing high-accuracy positioning of the “things.”

2. Overview on mobile radio positioning techniques

The 2G, 3G, and 4G cellular communication standards have specified a variety of positioning
methods. These methods infer position information from received signals and include Cell-ID,
received signal strength (RSS) as well as time difference of arrival (TDOA)-based methods. All
these methods have in common that they use downlink signals. Propagation delay-based
methods like TDOA require signal reception from three base stations (BSs) in order to calculate
a 2D UE position as shown in Figure 1. To estimate the position in 3D, at least four BSs are
needed. In many environments, the probability of receiving signals from three different BSs with
sufficient quality has shown to be quite low. In the example shown in Figure 1, it is not possible
to get a position fix for UE3 since it receives the signal from BS3 only. For increasing adjacent BS
hearability, the idle period downlink (IPDL) has been implemented in 3G UMTS [1]. LTE has

Figure 1. Today’s cellular mobile system, where UEs require signals from at least three different BSs in order to calculate
their position in 2D. The UEs operate independently from each other without any cooperation.
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addressed this problem since its Release 9 with the specification of positioning reference signals
(PRSs) [2]. However, multipath and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation are still present and
potentially cause severe positioning performance degradations. Usually, the probability of
receiving signals under line-of-sight (LOS) condition decreases with increasing distance between
BS and UE [3].

For 4G LTE, UE positioning is defined in [4]. There are two protocols, the LTE Positioning
Protocol (LPP) [5], which specifies the protocol between the UE and the so-called location
server, and LTE Positioning Protocol Annex (LPPa) [6], which specifies the protocol between
the BS and the location server. There are the following methods in Release 13 [4]: (1) Observed
TDOA (OTDOA), (2) assisted-global navigation satellite system (A-GNSS), (3) enhanced cell-
ID (E-CID), (4) barometric sensor, (5) terrestrial beacon system (TBS), (6) WLAN, and (7)
Bluetooth. The first three techniques have been in the standard since Release 9, and the next
four have been added in Release 13 to fulfill the new FCC wireless indoor E-911 location
accuracy requirements from 2015 [7]. A-GNSS is used to provide assistance data to the GNSS
receiver in the UE. E-CID is a coarse positioning method, which can use the Cell-ID, the
received signal power/quality at the UE, timing information, and the angles of arrival (AOA)
at the BS to estimate the position. Barometric sensor positioning uses a barometric sensor to
identify the height of the UE. WLAN positioning can use the (B)SSID of WLAN access points
near the UE together with the RSS indicator (RSSI) and round-trip time. Bluetooth positioning
can use Bluetooth beacon identifiers near the UE together with the RSSI. TBS can use Metro-
politan Beacon Systems (MBS), a network of ground-based transmitters broadcasting high-
precision time signals similar to the global positioning system (GPS).

LTE Release 11 also adds support for uplink TDOA, which means that the UE sends pilots for
positioning and several BSs to measure the TDOA. LTE Release 13 and, recently 14, addressed
positioning for “further enhancements for enhanced machine-type communication” (feMTC)
and NarrowBand IoT (NB-IoT).

We focus here on downlink OTDOA, which is a multilateration method, as shown in Figure 1.
Several BSs send the PRS to one UE, which estimates the TDOAwith respect to some reference
BS, and feeds back the (quantized) TDOA to the location server. Each TDOA measurement
restricts the location of the UE to a hyperboloid. The location server then estimates the position
of the UE based on the TDOAs.

The LTE standard specifies a set of downlink pilots or reference signals (RSs) with different
time-frequency patterns, such as those shown in Figure 3. Note that the BS does not transmit
on the data channels in the resource blocks used for the PRS. There are six possible frequency
shifts for BSs operating at the same frequency. The PRS is repeated periodically. In order to
further increase precision, the PRS of certain BSs can be muted in certain repetitions to reduce
interference. The PRS of other BSs can be sent on the same or in a different frequency band as
the serving BS. An overview can be found in [8].

2.1. UE positioning requirements

Services and applications based on accurate knowledge of the user position, such as location-
sensitive billing, fraud detection, fleet management, and intelligent transportation systems
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Figure 1. Today’s cellular mobile system, where UEs require signals from at least three different BSs in order to calculate
their position in 2D. The UEs operate independently from each other without any cooperation.
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addressed this problem since its Release 9 with the specification of positioning reference signals
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further increase precision, the PRS of certain BSs can be muted in certain repetitions to reduce
interference. The PRS of other BSs can be sent on the same or in a different frequency band as
the serving BS. An overview can be found in [8].

2.1. UE positioning requirements

Services and applications based on accurate knowledge of the user position, such as location-
sensitive billing, fraud detection, fleet management, and intelligent transportation systems
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have become increasingly important. In 1996, the United States Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) mandated all US wireless network operators and mobile devices to pro-
vide location information for Enhanced-911 (E-911) [9]: caller location must be provided to
public-safety answering points (PSAPs) with 50 m accuracy for 67% of calls and 150 m accu-
racy for 95% of calls. In 2015, the FCC published the wireless indoor E-911 location accuracy
requirements [7]. They include but are not limited to that within 6 years; for 80% of all wireless
911 calls, the horizontal location of the caller must be known within 50 m and the vertical
location must fulfill some z-axis metric that still has to be approved by the FCC. Alternatively,
the so-called dispatchable location can be provided, which is the address of the building
together with a floor or apartment number. Furthermore, barometric sensor data must be
made available for all UEs that support it.

The FCC requirements can be met by GNSS such as GPS in many environments. Typically, the
GPS for civil applications can provide a positioning accuracy of a few meters. However in
some cases, such as indoors or in urban canyons, the GPS signal may be too weak or scattered
too much to provide the required accuracy. As a complement, wireless systems like GSM,
UMTS, or LTE provide good coverage in such scenarios. Accordingly, requirements for TOA
and TDOA measurements have been specified in 3GPP LTE Release 9 to ensure accurate UE
positioning even under bad conditions (e.g., with channels quickly varying and SNRs being as
low as�13 dB). Depending on use cases, 5G will have much stricter requirements; e.g., for V2X
vulnerable road user discovery, accuracy as high as 10 cm may be required (see [10]).

2.2. What can 5G new radio (NR) do better for positioning?

3GPP, which is responsible for 5G standardization, has decided that OFDMwill be used for 5G
NR, as in 4G LTE. Specifically, the following parameters have been agreed on (see [11]):

1. Subcarrier spacing (SCS): for 4G, the subcarrier spacing is fixed to 15 kHz, except for
multicast-broadcast single-frequency network (MBSFN) services for which a subcarrier
spacing of 7.5 kHz is used. In contrast, 5G will deploy multiple subcarrier spacings
ranging from 15 to 480 kHz, which are all integer multiples of 15 kHz.

2. Cyclic prefix (CP): 5G has adopted the same approach as 4G, where the CP can be either
normal CP (NCP) or extendedCP (ECP). The choice of the CP depends on the expected signal
dispersion. In 5G, ECP is expected to be associated with the 60 kHz subcarrier spacing.

3. Frame structure: in 4G, the transmission time interval (TTI) was specified to be 1 ms, which
is the subframe duration, and a subframe consists of two slots. In 5G, a subframe can
contain 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 slots. For both 4G and 5G, each slot consists of 14 OFDM
symbols.

4. Bandwidth: a single carrier of 5G is expected to support a bandwidth of up to 100 MHz for
carrier frequency below 6 GHz, and up to 400 MHz for high (millimeter wave) carrier
frequency. This leads to much higher accuracy for radio-based positioning.

Until now, 5G NR positioning has not yet been specified. Hence, this work will take 4G as an
example. As 4G and 5G both employ OFDM and similar frame structure, the results obtained for
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4G can be reasonably extrapolated to 5G; e.g., with a similar pilot signal density for TOA
estimation, when 5G has five times the bandwidth of 4G, it can achieve five times as high
positioning accuracy. Also, the following features envisaged in 5G are beneficial for positioning.

• Higher frequencies and large signal bandwidths: larger signal bandwidths allow a better
resolution of the wireless channel in time, and therefore, more accurate estimation of
multipath components, in particular, their signal propagation delays. In addition to the
conventional frequency bands from about 450 MHz to 6 GHz ([12], Section 5.5), 5G will
also use millimeter wave frequency bands, e.g., at 28 or 60 GHz. At those frequencies, the
attenuation of the channel is high, since the antennas need to be smaller for a similar
directivity. This increases the probability of LOS reception conditions as any NLOS condi-
tion is likely to be blocked and reduces the risk of positioning errors due to the NLOS bias.
Furthermore, higher frequencies together with massive multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) schemes allow tracking the individual terminals by beam forming with antenna
arrays more accurately (see e.g., [10]).

• Dense networks: a denser grid of BSs reduces distances between UEs and BSs. With lower
BS-UE distances, the probability of LOS signal reception increases. This reduces the risk of
positioning errors due to the NLOS bias.

• Device-to-device (D2D) communications with a large number of connected devices: additional
links provide additional signal observations that can be exploited to determine
pseudoranges among UEs as shown in Figure 2. With D2D communication capabilities,
UEs are inherently receiving signals from each other. Signal processing entities for D2D
communications, in particular synchronization and channel estimation units, can be
reused for signal propagation delay estimation. D2D communication provides a meshed

Figure 2. 5G envisages D2D communications, where UEs may cooperate with each other for positioning. If the mesh of
D2D links is sufficiently dense, positioning works even if there are less than three BSs visible to individual UEs.
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multipath components, in particular, their signal propagation delays. In addition to the
conventional frequency bands from about 450 MHz to 6 GHz ([12], Section 5.5), 5G will
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directivity. This increases the probability of LOS reception conditions as any NLOS condi-
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positioning errors due to the NLOS bias.

• Device-to-device (D2D) communications with a large number of connected devices: additional
links provide additional signal observations that can be exploited to determine
pseudoranges among UEs as shown in Figure 2. With D2D communication capabilities,
UEs are inherently receiving signals from each other. Signal processing entities for D2D
communications, in particular synchronization and channel estimation units, can be
reused for signal propagation delay estimation. D2D communication provides a meshed

Figure 2. 5G envisages D2D communications, where UEs may cooperate with each other for positioning. If the mesh of
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network structure rather than the star-shaped one for today’s mobile cellular systems.
Assuming a fully connected mesh as a best case, the number of D2D links grows quadrat-
ically with the number of UEs NUE. As the number of unknown positions increases
linearly with NUE, D2D links provide significant redundancy in the number of observa-
tions to neglect links under disadvantageous propagation conditions like low SNR,
NLOS, severe multipath, bad geometry, etc. Even unknowns like NLOS bias terms can be
estimated with a sufficient number of observations. Consequently, precise positioning can
be achieved by exploiting cooperation among UEs.

3. Cramér-Rao and Ziv-Zakai lower bound in an OFDM system

In this section, we will describe the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) and Ziv-Zakai lower
bound (ZZLB) for T(D)OA estimation in an OFDM system transmitting over an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The CRLB follows the derivation in [13], but additionally
allows a frequency shift of the subcarriers, which is needed for NB-IoT. Consider the following
OFDM transmit signal (without the CP)

sl n½ � ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
N

p
XN=2�1

k¼�N=2

Sl k½ � exp j
2π
N

kþ κð Þn
� �

, 0 ≤ κ < 1, (1)

where Sl k½ � is the signal allocated to the kth subcarrier of the lth OFDM symbol, N is the
number of subcarriers and κ shifts the subcarriers in frequency domain. Let us transform this
signal into continuous time domain to estimate the continuous delay τ, the TOA. By removing
the periodic replicas in frequency domain by multiplying with the rectangular function

rect ωð Þ ¼ 1 for
�π
T

≤ω <
π
T
,

0 else,

(
(2)

we have the frequency-domain representation

Sl ωð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π
N

r XN=2�1

k¼�N=2

Sl k½ �δ ω� kþ κð Þ 2π
NT

� �
, (3)

where T is the sampling time interval. In time domain, the same signal becomes

sl tð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
N

p
XN=2�1

k¼�N=2

Sl k½ � exp j2π kþ κð Þ t
NT

� �
: (4)

Then, we sample this signal delayed by τ for n ¼ 0,…, N � 1,

sR, l n½ �≔ sl nT � τð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
N

p
XN=2�1

k¼�N=2

Sl k½ � exp j2π kþ κð ÞΔf nT � τð Þð Þ, Δf ¼ 1
NT

: (5)
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Now consider the system transmitting over an AWGN channel

yl n½ � ¼ sR, l n½ � þ zl n½ �, zl n½ � � CN 0; σ2
� �

: (6)

The variance and the CRLB for any unbiased estimate bτ of τ from the measurement vector

y ¼ y 0½ �;…; y N � 1½ �½ �T become ([14], Chapter 3)

Var bτ yð Þð Þ ≥CRLB bτð Þ ¼ 1
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∂τ ln p yjτð Þ� �2h i (7)
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h i
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CRLB can be expressed as
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when Nsymb OFDM symbols are used to estimate τ.

This expression can be simplified as
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where the Kronecker delta δmk comes from the orthogonality of the subcarriers, i.e.,

XN�1

n¼0

exp j2πΔf m� kð ÞnTð Þ ¼ Nδmk: (10)

In this way, we obtain the CRLB [13]

Var bτf g ≥CRLB bτð Þ ¼ σ2
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l¼0
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k¼�N=2
kþ κð Þ2Sl k½ �2

: (11)

As the PRS does not carry any time stamp, there are ambiguities in the TOA estimation.
Therefore, TDOA estimation is usually used. The CRLB for TDOA estimation is

CRLBTD ¼ CRLB bτrefð Þ þ CRLB bτð Þ, (12)
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As the PRS does not carry any time stamp, there are ambiguities in the TOA estimation.
Therefore, TDOA estimation is usually used. The CRLB for TDOA estimation is
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where τref is the time delay to the reference BS, which, e.g., serves the UE, bτref is its estimate,
and we assume that τ and τref are statistically independent. We will focus on CRLB bτð Þ in the
following and abbreviate its standard deviation as

σCRLB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CRLB bτð Þ

q
: (13)

Note that this is the standard deviation of the TOA, which can be translated to a standard
deviation of the distance d by multiplying with the speed of light in free space c0, i.e.,

CRLB bd
� �

¼ c0CRLB bτð Þ, (14)

where bd is the estimate of d.

3.1. Achievable TOA measurement accuracy using pilots in 3GPP LTE

Different pilots or RSs have been specified in LTE, e.g., the primary synchronization signal
(PSS), the secondary synchronization signal (SSS), and the cell-specific RS (CRS). In general, all
or parts of these pilots can also be used for TDOA estimation (see Figure 3). The graphs in
Figure 4 show σCRLB, computed according to Eqs. (11) and (13), using different pilots specified

in LTE and one receive antenna, with Es ≔E Sl kð Þj j2
n o

being constant for the pilots specified in

LTE systems, such as the PSS, SSS, CRS, and PRS. Here, a subframe of 1 ms contains 14
consecutive OFDM symbols, as in the case of the LTE normal CP. The PSS, SSS, CRS, and PRS
are mapped to the corresponding resource elements [2]. Note the lowest bound (i.e., the
highest measurement accuracy) is obtained by utilizing all the four pilots (PSS, SSS, CRS, and
PRS) simultaneously. Among all available pilots in LTE, the PRS, as expected, achieves the
highest accuracy in terms of the CRLB since it almost spans the whole bandwidth and there are
also more PRS symbols available than, say, CRS symbols (see Figure 3). As it can be seen, using
the PRS instead of the CRS can have a gain of about 3 dB. When CRS in addition to PRS is
used, about 1 dB can be gained. As shown in the next section, an adaptive ML detector can
have an estimation accuracy close to the CRLB, especially for scenarios where the first path is
dominant.

Abbreviations
Physical control format in-
dicator channel

PCFICH

Physical hybrid-ARQ in-
dicator channel

PHICH

Physical downlink control
channel

PDCCH
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3.2. CRLB for LTE and LTE NB-IoT

In what follows, we will focus on the PRS. LTE supports several bandwidths of the PRS, from 6
to 100 physical resource blocks (PRBs), consisting of 12 subcarriers each. The PRBs are placed
symmetrically around the carrier frequency. Then, the usable bandwidth in the downlink is
1.095 to 18:015MHz, where the additional 15MHz come from the additional unused DC
subcarrier. κ ¼ 0 corresponds to the conventional LTE downlink without considering the DC
subcarrier. For bandwidths between 1.4 and 20 MHz [12], the (nominal) sampling rate of the
system is T ¼ 16Ts to Ts, where Ts ¼ 1=30:72 µs ≈ 32:552ns is the LTE basic time unit. The
(nominal) FFT size changes accordingly from N ¼ 128 to 2048 (c.f. Table 1).

Consider the PRS for a normal CP when there are only one or two physical broadcast channel
(PBCH) antenna ports ([2], Chapter 6.10). In each subframe for positioning, the PRS occupies 8
out of 14 OFDM symbols, as shown in Figure 3. In each PRB, two subcarriers are allocated for
the PRS in each of the eight OFDM symbols. If we average over the six different cyclic shifts,
the PRS corresponds to an equal power allocation over all usable subcarriers. Figure 5 shows
the CRLB for different bandwidths of the PRS for a single subframe having the same subframe
sum power allocated to the PRS

Psum ≔
XNsymb�1

l¼0

XN=2�1

k¼�N=2

Sl k½ �j j2: (15)

In 5G, for Δf ¼ 15kHz, the supported range of channel bandwidths is from 5 to 50 MHz (c.f.
Table 1). In general, the usable downlink bandwidth is larger for the same channel bandwidth,
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where τref is the time delay to the reference BS, which, e.g., serves the UE, bτref is its estimate,
and we assume that τ and τref are statistically independent. We will focus on CRLB bτð Þ in the
following and abbreviate its standard deviation as

σCRLB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CRLB bτð Þ

q
: (13)

Note that this is the standard deviation of the TOA, which can be translated to a standard
deviation of the distance d by multiplying with the speed of light in free space c0, i.e.,

CRLB bd
� �

¼ c0CRLB bτð Þ, (14)

where bd is the estimate of d.

3.1. Achievable TOA measurement accuracy using pilots in 3GPP LTE

Different pilots or RSs have been specified in LTE, e.g., the primary synchronization signal
(PSS), the secondary synchronization signal (SSS), and the cell-specific RS (CRS). In general, all
or parts of these pilots can also be used for TDOA estimation (see Figure 3). The graphs in
Figure 4 show σCRLB, computed according to Eqs. (11) and (13), using different pilots specified

in LTE and one receive antenna, with Es ≔E Sl kð Þj j2
n o

being constant for the pilots specified in

LTE systems, such as the PSS, SSS, CRS, and PRS. Here, a subframe of 1 ms contains 14
consecutive OFDM symbols, as in the case of the LTE normal CP. The PSS, SSS, CRS, and PRS
are mapped to the corresponding resource elements [2]. Note the lowest bound (i.e., the
highest measurement accuracy) is obtained by utilizing all the four pilots (PSS, SSS, CRS, and
PRS) simultaneously. Among all available pilots in LTE, the PRS, as expected, achieves the
highest accuracy in terms of the CRLB since it almost spans the whole bandwidth and there are
also more PRS symbols available than, say, CRS symbols (see Figure 3). As it can be seen, using
the PRS instead of the CRS can have a gain of about 3 dB. When CRS in addition to PRS is
used, about 1 dB can be gained. As shown in the next section, an adaptive ML detector can
have an estimation accuracy close to the CRLB, especially for scenarios where the first path is
dominant.
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3.2. CRLB for LTE and LTE NB-IoT

In what follows, we will focus on the PRS. LTE supports several bandwidths of the PRS, from 6
to 100 physical resource blocks (PRBs), consisting of 12 subcarriers each. The PRBs are placed
symmetrically around the carrier frequency. Then, the usable bandwidth in the downlink is
1.095 to 18:015MHz, where the additional 15MHz come from the additional unused DC
subcarrier. κ ¼ 0 corresponds to the conventional LTE downlink without considering the DC
subcarrier. For bandwidths between 1.4 and 20 MHz [12], the (nominal) sampling rate of the
system is T ¼ 16Ts to Ts, where Ts ¼ 1=30:72 µs ≈ 32:552ns is the LTE basic time unit. The
(nominal) FFT size changes accordingly from N ¼ 128 to 2048 (c.f. Table 1).

Consider the PRS for a normal CP when there are only one or two physical broadcast channel
(PBCH) antenna ports ([2], Chapter 6.10). In each subframe for positioning, the PRS occupies 8
out of 14 OFDM symbols, as shown in Figure 3. In each PRB, two subcarriers are allocated for
the PRS in each of the eight OFDM symbols. If we average over the six different cyclic shifts,
the PRS corresponds to an equal power allocation over all usable subcarriers. Figure 5 shows
the CRLB for different bandwidths of the PRS for a single subframe having the same subframe
sum power allocated to the PRS

Psum ≔
XNsymb�1
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In 5G, for Δf ¼ 15kHz, the supported range of channel bandwidths is from 5 to 50 MHz (c.f.
Table 1). In general, the usable downlink bandwidth is larger for the same channel bandwidth,
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as more physical resource blocks are used. No PRS has been standardized for 5G yet. To
estimate the future accuracy of 5G, we assume the LTE PRS but extended to the different
number of PRBs. As we can see in Figure 5, the accuracy of the same channel bandwidth is
expected to be slightly better than in LTE since the usable downlink bandwidth increases.

Channel bandwidth Number of PRBs Usable downlink bandwidth Nominal FFT size T

NB-IoT: 200 kHz 1 180 MHz 128 16Ts

LTE: 1.4 MHz 6 1.095 MHz 128 16Ts

LTE: 3 MHz 15 2.715 MHz 256 8Ts

LTE: 5 MHz 25 4.515 MHz 512 4Ts

LTE: 10 MHz 50 9.015 MHz 1024 2Ts

LTE: 15 MHz 75 13.515 MHz 1536 4=3Ts

LTE: 20 MHz 100 18.015 MHz 2048 Ts

5G: 5 25 4.5 MHz 512 4Ts

5G: 10 52 9.36 MHz 1024 2Ts

5G: 15 79 14.22 MHz 1536 4=3Ts

5G: 20 108 19.44 MHz 2048 Ts

5G: 25 133 23.94 MHz 3072 2=3Ts

5G: 40 216 38.88 MHz 4096 Ts=2

5G: 50 270 40.5 MHz 4096 Ts=2

Table 1. Some 4G LTE parameters [12] and 5G NR parameters for Δf ¼ 15kHz [11].
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Now let us consider IoT. Accurate positioning for IoT is challenging due to the small channel
bandwidth for machine type communication (1.4 MHz in LTE-M) and NB-IoT systems

(200 kHz in LTE NB-IoT). As σCRLB ¼ O ΔfNð Þ�1
� �

, the positioning accuracy reduces consider-

ably compared to a 10 MHz PRS with the same energy (c.f. Figures 5 and 6). Therefore, the PRS
has been optimized for LTE-M, and a new narrowband PRS (NPRS) has been introduced for
NB-IoT in Release 14 [15]. Those improvements decrease the so-called periodicity of the PRS or
increase the length of the PRS, up to about 0.5 s. This increases the energy spent on the PRS and
decreases the efficiency of the system meaning that fewer resources can be allocated to data
transmission. In order to increase the effective bandwidth of the PRS, which decreases the
energy and time needed for the PRS, LTE-M supports frequency hopping, but NB-IoT cur-
rently only supports artificial frequency hopping by configuring the PRS onto multiple NB-IoT
carriers [15], see e.g., [16] for a study on its performance. Frequency hopping in NB-IoT can be
more difficult than in LTE-M since NB-IoT can operate in individual small unused gaps in the
spectrum, while LTE-M uses (parts of an) LTE channel. Similarly, in order to increase the
effective bandwidth, carrier aggregation can be employed [17].

In contrast to the conventional LTE downlink, we have κ ¼ 1=2 for NB-IoT—at least in guard
band and standalone operation mode. NB-IoT occupies one PRB, i.e., the 12 subcarriers
�6,…, 5 in the downlink [2]. The NPRS occupies at least 10 subframes consisting of 14
subsequent OFDM symbols each, which are all used for the NPRS in guard band and
standalone operation mode [2]. Depending on the cell ID, the NPRS is shifted circularly in the
occupied subcarriers by ν∈ 0;…; 5f g subcarriers. In each subframe, each subcarrier is allocated
twice with the NPRS, except for subcarriers k ¼ ν and k ¼ ν� 6, which are allocated four
times. The allocation pattern is similar to the one for the PRS (c.f. Figure 3). Let Psymb denote
the power of each allocated symbol in a subcarrier. Then for one subframe,
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as more physical resource blocks are used. No PRS has been standardized for 5G yet. To
estimate the future accuracy of 5G, we assume the LTE PRS but extended to the different
number of PRBs. As we can see in Figure 5, the accuracy of the same channel bandwidth is
expected to be slightly better than in LTE since the usable downlink bandwidth increases.

Channel bandwidth Number of PRBs Usable downlink bandwidth Nominal FFT size T

NB-IoT: 200 kHz 1 180 MHz 128 16Ts

LTE: 1.4 MHz 6 1.095 MHz 128 16Ts

LTE: 3 MHz 15 2.715 MHz 256 8Ts

LTE: 5 MHz 25 4.515 MHz 512 4Ts

LTE: 10 MHz 50 9.015 MHz 1024 2Ts

LTE: 15 MHz 75 13.515 MHz 1536 4=3Ts

LTE: 20 MHz 100 18.015 MHz 2048 Ts

5G: 5 25 4.5 MHz 512 4Ts

5G: 10 52 9.36 MHz 1024 2Ts

5G: 15 79 14.22 MHz 1536 4=3Ts

5G: 20 108 19.44 MHz 2048 Ts

5G: 25 133 23.94 MHz 3072 2=3Ts

5G: 40 216 38.88 MHz 4096 Ts=2

5G: 50 270 40.5 MHz 4096 Ts=2

Table 1. Some 4G LTE parameters [12] and 5G NR parameters for Δf ¼ 15kHz [11].
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Now let us consider IoT. Accurate positioning for IoT is challenging due to the small channel
bandwidth for machine type communication (1.4 MHz in LTE-M) and NB-IoT systems

(200 kHz in LTE NB-IoT). As σCRLB ¼ O ΔfNð Þ�1
� �

, the positioning accuracy reduces consider-

ably compared to a 10 MHz PRS with the same energy (c.f. Figures 5 and 6). Therefore, the PRS
has been optimized for LTE-M, and a new narrowband PRS (NPRS) has been introduced for
NB-IoT in Release 14 [15]. Those improvements decrease the so-called periodicity of the PRS or
increase the length of the PRS, up to about 0.5 s. This increases the energy spent on the PRS and
decreases the efficiency of the system meaning that fewer resources can be allocated to data
transmission. In order to increase the effective bandwidth of the PRS, which decreases the
energy and time needed for the PRS, LTE-M supports frequency hopping, but NB-IoT cur-
rently only supports artificial frequency hopping by configuring the PRS onto multiple NB-IoT
carriers [15], see e.g., [16] for a study on its performance. Frequency hopping in NB-IoT can be
more difficult than in LTE-M since NB-IoT can operate in individual small unused gaps in the
spectrum, while LTE-M uses (parts of an) LTE channel. Similarly, in order to increase the
effective bandwidth, carrier aggregation can be employed [17].

In contrast to the conventional LTE downlink, we have κ ¼ 1=2 for NB-IoT—at least in guard
band and standalone operation mode. NB-IoT occupies one PRB, i.e., the 12 subcarriers
�6,…, 5 in the downlink [2]. The NPRS occupies at least 10 subframes consisting of 14
subsequent OFDM symbols each, which are all used for the NPRS in guard band and
standalone operation mode [2]. Depending on the cell ID, the NPRS is shifted circularly in the
occupied subcarriers by ν∈ 0;…; 5f g subcarriers. In each subframe, each subcarrier is allocated
twice with the NPRS, except for subcarriers k ¼ ν and k ¼ ν� 6, which are allocated four
times. The allocation pattern is similar to the one for the PRS (c.f. Figure 3). Let Psymb denote
the power of each allocated symbol in a subcarrier. Then for one subframe,
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X13

l¼0

XN=2�1

k¼�N=2

kþ κð Þ2 Sl k½ �j j2 ¼ 1
28

4ν2 � 20νþ 347
� �

Psum, Psum ¼ 28Psymb (16)

holds, where the nominal FFT size for NB-IoT is N ¼ 128 (c.f. Table 1). That means simplifying
the average CRLB for TOA estimation yields

CRLBNPRS,avg bτð Þ ¼ 28σ2

8π2 Δfð Þ2 333þ 2=3ð ÞPsum
: (17)

As for the LTE PRS, this corresponds to an equal power allocation on all usable subcarriers, but
with κ ¼ 1=2 instead of κ ¼ 0. As shown in Figure 6, the positioning accuracy of the NPRS,
even with 1280 subframes, is still a bit worse than the 10MHz PRS with one subframe.

3.3. ZZLB and waveform optimization

In LTE, all PRS and NPRS symbols are sent with the same power. But when we consider the
CRLB in Eq. (11), the optimum power allocation strategy is to allocate all power to positioning
symbols in those subcarriers that are furthest from the center frequency. That means, com-
pared to Eq. (17), we get for one subframe

X13

l¼0

XN=2�1

k¼�N=2

kþ κð Þ2 Sl k½ �j j2 ¼ 14 � 2 � 5:52Psymb ¼ 847Psymb ¼ 121
4

Psum: (18)

So σCRLB improves by a factor of about 1:6. Consequently, the TOA estimation time with the
NPRS can be reduced from about 0.5 to about 0.31 s, in order to achieve the same accuracy.

In practice, however, when we approximate the power allocation by a Dirac in the edge
frequencies, this waveform is not optimal for all SNRs in general—especially at low SNR—
since its autocorrelation has got large sidelobes, which the estimator can confuse with the main
lobe [18] (see Figure 7). There are tighter bounds for the estimation error that take this into
account, e.g., the ZZLB [19, 20], which is given by
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Figure 7. Comparison of the normalized autocorrelation of the Dirac-rectangular and the triangular waveform.
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ZZLB ¼
ðTa

0

τ 1� τ
Ta

� �
Φ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Psum

σ2
1� r τð Þð Þ

r !
dτ, Φ xð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2π
p

ðþ∞

x

e�u2=2du, (19)

for TOA estimation, where we assume the prior information that τ is uniformly distributed in
0;Ta½ � with the observation time interval Ta and where r τð Þ is the real-valued normalized
autocorrelation function of the positioning symbols. In LTE, the UE gets the required prior
information on the expected delay via the LPP [5]. Note that the optimum waveform w.r.t.
ZZLB also depends on the SNR, in contrast to the CRLB. Therefore, depending on the region of
the SNR of interest, the waveform that minimizes the ZZLB may be different.

In [18], the optimization w.r.t. ZZLB in continuous time over a so-called triangular waveform
with the parameter α∈ 0; 1½ � and over a Dirac-rectangular waveform with parameter γ∈ 0; 1½ �
with power spectral densities
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(21)

is shown, where B is the bandwidth (see Figure 8). Figure 9 shows the ZZLB, with.

σZZLB ≔
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ZZLB

p
: (22)

For a very low SNR, the σZZLBs are slightly below Ta=
ffiffiffiffiffi
12

p
, which is the standard deviation of

the uniform distribution we use as a priori information for the ZZLB. The CRLB does not
consider the a priori information. For a high SNR, the ZZLB converges to the CRLB. For NB-
IoT, we have B ≈ 11Δ f ¼ 165 kHz and thus Ta ≈ 60:6μs for the same configuration as in [18].
There it was shown that the optimal triangular waveform is the one with α ¼ 1, but for the
Dirac-rectangular waveform, the optimum value of γ depends on Psum=σ2. For small Psum=σ2, a
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Figure 8. Power spectral density of the triangular and the Dirac-rectangular waveform (a) Triangular, (b) Dirac-rectangular.
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holds, where the nominal FFT size for NB-IoT is N ¼ 128 (c.f. Table 1). That means simplifying
the average CRLB for TOA estimation yields

CRLBNPRS,avg bτð Þ ¼ 28σ2

8π2 Δfð Þ2 333þ 2=3ð ÞPsum
: (17)

As for the LTE PRS, this corresponds to an equal power allocation on all usable subcarriers, but
with κ ¼ 1=2 instead of κ ¼ 0. As shown in Figure 6, the positioning accuracy of the NPRS,
even with 1280 subframes, is still a bit worse than the 10MHz PRS with one subframe.

3.3. ZZLB and waveform optimization

In LTE, all PRS and NPRS symbols are sent with the same power. But when we consider the
CRLB in Eq. (11), the optimum power allocation strategy is to allocate all power to positioning
symbols in those subcarriers that are furthest from the center frequency. That means, com-
pared to Eq. (17), we get for one subframe
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So σCRLB improves by a factor of about 1:6. Consequently, the TOA estimation time with the
NPRS can be reduced from about 0.5 to about 0.31 s, in order to achieve the same accuracy.

In practice, however, when we approximate the power allocation by a Dirac in the edge
frequencies, this waveform is not optimal for all SNRs in general—especially at low SNR—
since its autocorrelation has got large sidelobes, which the estimator can confuse with the main
lobe [18] (see Figure 7). There are tighter bounds for the estimation error that take this into
account, e.g., the ZZLB [19, 20], which is given by
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for TOA estimation, where we assume the prior information that τ is uniformly distributed in
0;Ta½ � with the observation time interval Ta and where r τð Þ is the real-valued normalized
autocorrelation function of the positioning symbols. In LTE, the UE gets the required prior
information on the expected delay via the LPP [5]. Note that the optimum waveform w.r.t.
ZZLB also depends on the SNR, in contrast to the CRLB. Therefore, depending on the region of
the SNR of interest, the waveform that minimizes the ZZLB may be different.
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is shown, where B is the bandwidth (see Figure 8). Figure 9 shows the ZZLB, with.
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triangular waveform is better than a Dirac-rectangular waveform, but for large Psum=σ2, it is
the other way round. We observe the same behavior in Figure 9.

Sampling the Dirac-rectangular waveform with γ < 1 or the triangular waveform with α ¼ 1
could be a good candidate for the power allocation of the PRS for IoT in 5G, but the position-
ing accuracy will not improve by the full factor of 1.6, corresponding to the CRLB optimal
allocation.

4. Practical TOA estimation based on first tap detection

4.1. Maximum likelihood (ML) timing estimation

The reference signal sl nð Þ, such as CRS and/or PRS, is embedded in the received signal yl nð Þ.
The target of the TOA estimation is to determine the position τ in the received signal yl, say,
using the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. Notice that the ML estimator has the asymptotic
properties of being unbiased and achieving the CRLB [14]. Consider the other paths as inter-
ference, the ML criterion for timing estimation of the first path reduces to a correlation-based
criterion. The correlation-based method can be realized in time or frequency domain. In the
following, we focus on the time domain-based method [13].

The received signal yl nð Þ is correlated with the replica of the transmitted signal sl nð Þ, i.e.,

R tð Þ≔
XNsymb�1

l¼0

XN�1

n¼0

yl nþ tð Þs∗l nð Þ, t∈ 0;W � 1½ �, (23)
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where W ¼ 2G is chosen as the search window size. To ease the analysis, we first assume sl nð Þ
has ideal autocorrelation property, and the power of the transmit signal sl nð Þ is Ps. Then, with
some derivations, the correlation can be written as

R tð Þ ¼ Ps

XNsymb�1

l¼0

hl t� τð Þ þ Rres tð Þ, (24)

where Rres tð Þ represents the total residual noise and interference part resulting from correlation
between sl nð Þ and yl nþ tð Þ.
Assume the channel is unknown but remains invariant for Nsymb OFDM symbols, hl tð Þ ¼ h tð Þ,
then the noncoherent detector can be employed. The metric for the TOA detection, which is
also called the correlation profile, is given here by

Λ tð Þ≔E R tð Þj j2
n o

¼ N2
symbP

2
sγ t� τð Þ þ PsNsymbσ2, (25)

with γ tð Þ≔E h tð Þj j2
n o

. E R tð Þj j2
n o

is used to denote the statistical average of R tð Þj j2 over

multiple subframes containing RS signals. In LTE, a group of several consecutive subframes
containing the RS is sometimes referred to as a positioning occasion. Usually, an LTE position-
ing measurement is done on one or more occasions.

4.2. Signal arrival region determination

We now determine the arrival region of the RS. For a multipath channel, the signal arrival
region will have multiple taps corresponding to the taps of the channel. The signal paths are,
therefore, reflected by the channel paths. A moving sum is computed as

Λwin uð Þ ¼
XuþG�1

t¼u

E R tð Þj j2
n o

, u∈ 0;G� 1½ � (26)

The signal can be regarded as arrived in the time region

u0 ⩽ t⩽ u0 þ G� 1 s:t: u0 ¼ argmax
u

Λwin uð Þf g (27)

When t� τ⩾ L or t� τ < 0, only the noise power related term, the noise floor Nf ≔PsNsymbσ2

remains in the correlation. Nf , which is used here as σ2, can be calculated by averaging the
terms outside the signal region.

For a single path channel, such as in the case of the LOS signal, the TOA can be detected, by
searching for the path with the strongest signal power. For a multipath channel, in particular,
when the first arriving path is not the strongest (e.g., under ETU channel), the TOA estimation
becomes biased. Usually, a threshold is needed to determine the first arriving path. Especially
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where W ¼ 2G is chosen as the search window size. To ease the analysis, we first assume sl nð Þ
has ideal autocorrelation property, and the power of the transmit signal sl nð Þ is Ps. Then, with
some derivations, the correlation can be written as
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hl t� τð Þ þ Rres tð Þ, (24)

where Rres tð Þ represents the total residual noise and interference part resulting from correlation
between sl nð Þ and yl nþ tð Þ.
Assume the channel is unknown but remains invariant for Nsymb OFDM symbols, hl tð Þ ¼ h tð Þ,
then the noncoherent detector can be employed. The metric for the TOA detection, which is
also called the correlation profile, is given here by
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n o
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is used to denote the statistical average of R tð Þj j2 over

multiple subframes containing RS signals. In LTE, a group of several consecutive subframes
containing the RS is sometimes referred to as a positioning occasion. Usually, an LTE position-
ing measurement is done on one or more occasions.

4.2. Signal arrival region determination

We now determine the arrival region of the RS. For a multipath channel, the signal arrival
region will have multiple taps corresponding to the taps of the channel. The signal paths are,
therefore, reflected by the channel paths. A moving sum is computed as

Λwin uð Þ ¼
XuþG�1

t¼u
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, u∈ 0;G� 1½ � (26)

The signal can be regarded as arrived in the time region

u0 ⩽ t⩽ u0 þ G� 1 s:t: u0 ¼ argmax
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Λwin uð Þf g (27)

When t� τ⩾ L or t� τ < 0, only the noise power related term, the noise floor Nf ≔PsNsymbσ2

remains in the correlation. Nf , which is used here as σ2, can be calculated by averaging the
terms outside the signal region.

For a single path channel, such as in the case of the LOS signal, the TOA can be detected, by
searching for the path with the strongest signal power. For a multipath channel, in particular,
when the first arriving path is not the strongest (e.g., under ETU channel), the TOA estimation
becomes biased. Usually, a threshold is needed to determine the first arriving path. Especially
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in the case of strong noise and interference frommultiple cells, the metric Λ tð Þmay not provide
sufficient accuracy. Consider

E R tð Þj j2
n o

Nf
¼ NsymbPsγ t� τð Þ

σ2
þ 1 ¼ NsymbSNR tð Þ þ 1, (28)

where SNR tð Þ≔ Psγ t�τð Þ
σ2 is the SNR for each correlation sample, and it holds

SNR tð Þ ¼ 1
Nsymb

E R tð Þj j2
n o

Nf
� 1

0
@

1
A: (29)

The following criterion then takes a fixed SNR value as a threshold to estimate the first tap

τ ¼ min
u0 ⩽ t<u0þG�1

t s:t: SNR tð Þ⩾ SNRth: (30)

SNRth is the required SNR for detection, which can be set as, e.g., �13 dB for 3GPP Release 9
OTDOA measurement.

4.3. Adaptive-threshold-based first tap detection

As sl nð Þ is not ideally autocorrelated, the noise floor Nf would contain further terms besides

PsNsymbσ2. Therefore, we can express the noise floor as

Nf ¼ PsNsymbσ2 þ ε Nsymb
� �

, (31)

where ε Nsymb
� �

is a parameter related to Nsymb, sl nð Þ, and yl nð Þ and yl nð Þ is in turn dependent
on the channel and the interference.

Here, we use a criterion, which jointly considers the noise power and the received signal power
to determine a varying (adaptive) detection threshold. Assume the metric peak relying on the
signal power and noise is

Λmax ¼ max
u0 ⩽ t<u0þG�1

E R tð Þj j2
n o

: (32)

The adaptive threshold can then be defined as Λth ¼ α
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΛmaxNf

p
. Alternatively, the threshold

can be defined as Λth ¼ α βΛmax þ 1� β
� �

Nf
� �

, where α is a design parameter, β∈ 0; 1½ � is a
constant trading-off between the noise floor and the metric peak. α and β were determined
through simulations, to have a trade-off for different channels and different SNRs.

Given the threshold, the criterion for the adaptive threshold detection can be expressed as

τ ¼ min
u0 ⩽ t<u0þG�1

t s:t: E R tð Þj j2
n o

⩾Λth: (33)
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This criterion usually leads to better performance especially under a multipath channel, and in
some cases can achieve performance close to the CRLB [13].

LTE supports bandwidths up to 20 MHz, which corresponds to a sampling rate of 30:72� 106

samples/s in the baseband signal. For a bandwidth smaller than 20 MHz, the processing can be
done at a smaller sampling rate to reduce the processing load; e.g., when the channel has a
bandwidth of 1:4 MHz, 1=16 of the rate is sufficient. However, better accuracy can be obtained
by a higher sampling rate due to the receive diversity gain.

5. Cooperation for accurate and reliable mobile radio positioning

5.1. Cooperative positioning principle

Future wireless technologies such as 5G enable UEs to cooperate with each other. By mutually
observing their transmitted signals, UEs can estimate the ranges among themselves. If the
mesh of mutually observed D2D links is sufficiently dense, positioning works even if there
are less than three BSs visible to individual UEs as shown in Figure 2. For ranging, it is
sufficient that the receiving UE knows at least parts of the signal transmitted by adjacent UEs.
Pilots, such as CRS, PRS in 4G, which are multiplexed in a UE’s transmit signal stream anyway,
can be used for that purpose. Another option is to transmit dedicated ranging signals, which
are multiplexed into the UE’s transmit signal stream from time to time. However, there is no
need to establish mutual connections between UEs.

Figure 10a and b shows examples for cooperative positioning in indoor environments. In such
areas, we find a lot of “things” that will be connected. Such devices are, e.g., smartphones,
laptops, WLAN, or 5G access points (APs), but also consumer electronics like smart TVs or
even home appliances like fridges, dishwashers, washing machines, etc. Many of these
“things” of the internet are stationary as shown in the example in Figure 10a. Still, their

(a)

www.DLR.de  •  Chart 1 

(b)

Figure 10. Cooperative positioning indoors. The image on the right is licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0. It is built upon
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mirdif_City_Centre_indoor.JPG by Shahroozporia (own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia commons (a) Home area, (b) A shopping mall.
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in the case of strong noise and interference frommultiple cells, the metric Λ tð Þmay not provide
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position might be unknown and must be determined similar to the mobile devices. The a priori
knowledge that they do not move can be exploited in that context. Highly mobile things of
daily use, like glasses, dog, or cat collar, may be equipped with low-cost transmitters in future.
Thus, also these items, which are often lost, become traceable with cooperative positioning
methods. Signals from outside the home, like BSs, GPS-equipped UEs outside, etc., might also
be received under good LOS propagation conditions. These observations extend the mesh of
connected devices and allow positioning in a global coordinate system. In shopping mall
areas, as shown in Figure 10b, the density of mobile communication devices like smartphones
is usually high. With a dense mesh of such devices, LOS propagation conditions among
adjacent devices are highly probable, providing accurate ranging capabilities. The mesh
reaches outdoor areas through devices near entrances or windows. Meshed devices outdoors
can use GPS positioning and serve as a kind of anchor for devices’ indoors. Also, stationary
indoor APs can serve as anchors. Their positions may have to be determined.

5.2. Cooperative position calculation in mobile radio networks

• Centralized, network centric: UEs transmit their measured ranges to adjacent UEs to a
network positioning entity, which calculates the positions of the UEs and provides the
position estimates to the UEs. This needs a protocol for exchanging information between
UEs and the positioning entity. The protocol overhead might cause latency for position
estimation, which might be negligible for pedestrians.
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• Decentralized, UE based: UEs share their currently estimated state (including uncertainty) to
their vicinity. A protocol, which allows broadcasting this information, is needed for that
purpose. The state to be shared (broadcasted) includes position and timing estimates, i.e.,
the offset of the local UE time base to the global system time base. Based on this, individual
UEs can estimate their own position locally. This approach allows a “listen-only” mode. A
“listen-only” UE does not share its own state estimates, but is still able to calculate a
position fix based on the observed signals and state estimates from its neighboring UEs.

Figure 11 shows results about the expectable cooperative positioning performance versus the
UE density [21]. UEs have been uniformly distributed in a triangular area between three BSs as
shown in Figure 2. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2. For non-
cooperative positioning, the UEs’ positions are calculated individually. Thus, the positioning
error does not depend on the UE density. For cooperative positioning, however, there is a
significant performance gain for UE densities in the order of 1000 UEs per km2 and above. The
example shown in Figure 12 provides a relation to a density of 1000 UEs per km2, which
comprises four sites in a typical urban living area. Each of the living sites may contain devices

Parameter Value

Carrier frequency f c 5 GHz

Base station TX power PBS 30 dBm

Base station TX signal bandwidth BBS 5 MHz, uniform power spectrum density

Mobile terminal TX power PUE 20 dBm

Mobile terminal TX signal bandwidth BUE 1 MHz, uniform power spectrum density

Noise power spectral density N0 N0 ¼ kBT

Boltzmann constant kB 1:381� 10�23 J/K

Noise temperature T 300 K

Propagation model BS-UE WINNER C2 Typical Urban, additional ranging error of
150 m if link is in NLOS condition

Propagation model D2D free space, communication range is limited to rcom ¼ 50 m

Base station distance dBS 400 m

Number of UEs NUE 1,…, 160

Table 2. System parameters for cooperative positioning simulations.

1000 m²

Figure 12. 1000 UEs per km2 means 1 UE per 1000 m2.
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position might be unknown and must be determined similar to the mobile devices. The a priori
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their vicinity. A protocol, which allows broadcasting this information, is needed for that
purpose. The state to be shared (broadcasted) includes position and timing estimates, i.e.,
the offset of the local UE time base to the global system time base. Based on this, individual
UEs can estimate their own position locally. This approach allows a “listen-only” mode. A
“listen-only” UE does not share its own state estimates, but is still able to calculate a
position fix based on the observed signals and state estimates from its neighboring UEs.
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comprises four sites in a typical urban living area. Each of the living sites may contain devices
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150 m if link is in NLOS condition

Propagation model D2D free space, communication range is limited to rcom ¼ 50 m

Base station distance dBS 400 m

Number of UEs NUE 1,…, 160
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as shown in Figure 10a. In shopping malls, as shown in Figure 10b, user densities are usually
much higher. 5G envisages device densities of 106 per km2 or 1 UE per m2.

6. Conclusions

5G is envisaged to support a variety of use cases and therefore needs to support precise
positioning in many cases. With higher carrier bandwidth, TOA and related measurements
can be done precisely. Cooperative positioning will benefit from the dense network and D2D
communications. All these will contribute to high-accuracy positioning. In this chapter, we
overviewed positioning requirements for wireless communications and the relevant radio-
based positioning techniques. Then, we discussed the CRLB and ZZLB. With a simple ML-
based adaptive threshold method, the first path of the radio signal can be detected with high
accuracy for many wireless channels, especially when LOS is strong. In massively connected
IoT, cooperative positioning will provide a further way for precise radio-based positioning.
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as shown in Figure 10a. In shopping malls, as shown in Figure 10b, user densities are usually
much higher. 5G envisages device densities of 106 per km2 or 1 UE per m2.

6. Conclusions

5G is envisaged to support a variety of use cases and therefore needs to support precise
positioning in many cases. With higher carrier bandwidth, TOA and related measurements
can be done precisely. Cooperative positioning will benefit from the dense network and D2D
communications. All these will contribute to high-accuracy positioning. In this chapter, we
overviewed positioning requirements for wireless communications and the relevant radio-
based positioning techniques. Then, we discussed the CRLB and ZZLB. With a simple ML-
based adaptive threshold method, the first path of the radio signal can be detected with high
accuracy for many wireless channels, especially when LOS is strong. In massively connected
IoT, cooperative positioning will provide a further way for precise radio-based positioning.
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